
From: 
Sent: Friday, 13 September 2019 2:56 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Cc: 
Subject: Amendment C183 - Submission

To whom it may concern,

I have just received a letter about upcoming parking restrictions that will be applied to our 
residential street. 
We are currently rental tenants on Edwina Way, Brunswick East and see from the diagram on the 
website that Gear Street parking will be affected by 2P restrictions. 
As we live in a 2 bedroom townhouse and have 2 cars for our household specifically for work 
purposes, with only 1 garage, we heavily rely on the non-restricted parks that are on Gear Street 
and Mary Moodie Way.
As there are a number of buildings within this townhouse complex, I believe that us, along with 
the other residents, have felt that these parks have recently been abused by non-residents of this 
complex and indeed by commuters and construction workers. 
I believe that permits for residents living in this townhouse complex are necessary for Gear Street 
and Mary Moodie Way, especially now with a large block of apartments recently constructed 
across the street, bringing more residents to the area. 

My husband and I are officially requesting that if this amendment is implemented, that we would 
be eligible for 2 unrestricted parking permits for Gear Street and Mary Moodie way. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Submission #1





From: 
Sent: Friday, 13 September 2019 6:17 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Support for Amendment C183

Dear Moreland council,

I am writing to express my support for the proposed Amendment C183 to change the way cars
and parking are treated in new developments. I live in  Florence street and
am a big supporter of this shift, even though I reluctantly and for work reasons continue to have
a car which I pay to park off the street. I hope that public transport will continue to improve in
Melbourne so that I can get to work in less than two hours on public transport. This kind of
alteration to parking arrangements is a step in that direction and has my full support.

Best wishes,

Submission #3





OPTION FOUR:
You don't need to impose your parking restrictions all the way down Sydney Rd and
adjacent street. Only apply it to the busy sections.

Please also take into consideration that the vast majority of local residents have
parking on their property in garages etc. They don't need that much extra parking.
Almost all the businesses on the street don't have allocated parking with their shop
fronts.  

Many Thanks,









3. There are not any more developments planned as I believe the area does not
allow for any more developments where we are.

4. Not only would we be even more concerned about the security of my husbands
vehicle if he had to park it a distance from the home, it would not be practical as
he has to unload it every day and it would require further trips carrying heavy
bags.

5. We simply would not have purchased this property if there was not parking that
allows us to park our vehicles.

6. We are very happy here and don't wish to consider moving from the area, as
first home buyers, we could not afford anything bigger with 2 parking spaces in
this area.

If the restrictions were just during working hours it would be ok while my husband
is working, but what if he comes home early, is off sick, or is on leave?

We would greatly appreciate your consideration of our circumstances and the
need to be able to park 1 vehicle outside our home at all times, we are more than
happy to buy a permit, it would be better for us as sometimes we can't get a space
with all the commuters anyway! 

I am sure you can understand this is of great concern and anguish to us, and hope
you investigate our claims and consider our request seriously,

I do hope to hear from you soon,

Yours Sincerely, 





(i.e. a parking space).

In conclusion, I strongly support this Amendment in its current form. I hope that it becomes a
good example of transport policy in this state and serves as an example to others, particularly
other similar councils like Darebin, Yarra and Port Phillip.

Kind regards,









From: 
Sent: Monday, 16 September 2019 2:16 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Amendment C183 - changses to car parking

Dear Council,

I am a resident at  Grover Street, Pascoe Vale.  My partner and I have lived here for 22
years. 

We strongly support the implementation of 2P parking on BOTH sides of our street, to
relieve the current crush of commuter parking.   The problem is getting worse all the time.

From my knowledge of local businesses, including hairdressers/coffee shops, they also
report that customers cannot find a park during on weekdays, and thus their business is
impacted.

Grover St is also too narrow to cope with all-day double-sided parking, which obscures
vision for both pedestrians and cars, particularly those turning into Grover Street off
Gaffney Street.  

So thank you for finally deciding to look at implementing this policy.  
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This e-mail is solely for the use of the addressee and may contain information which is confidential or
privileged. If you receive this e-mail in error, please delete it from your system immediately and notify the
sender by return e-mail or using any of the above contact numbers. 





From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 17 September 2019 12:00 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

Dear Moreland City Council, 

This is legislation could be an exemplar not only for other municipalities in metropolitan 
Melbourne, but also other councils in Australia. I commend the extensive process that has been 
undertaken with community consultatio. As someone who frequents the Brunswick area on a 
regular basis, I think this is a landmark planning scheme amendment that I would hope could set 
a precedent for best practices parking policy and support a vision for a more sustainable urban 
future.

Regards,

Submission #13









parking fines and possible tow away fees.
Another cost to an ever increasing failing economy and high unemployment City !!!

When I first moved to Moreland in 1965, Migrants from all parts of the world built this
community and country and now they have aged most with no super and live on misery
pension that have  to pay for high electricity, gas, groceries and in particular High Rates
Notices.

These aged migrants need to park in front of their premises and local medical centers and
pharmaceutical distributors and shops,
Have these councilors and officers  lost their senses and have no conscience at all ???

Give back to the Citizens their sovereignty as it is theirs not that of unconciable amateur
politicians and totalitarian officers.

I have perused this week 4 letters received by property owners who do not live in Moreland,
however as a rate payer and citizen I have not received same, I believe there is a time frame
for submissions to be lodged, however if a rate payer or citizen has not been communicated
such amendment, the time frame imposed on all submission should be extended until such
time it is proven that all have received same.
I have seen same advertised on Leader Newspapers and ask the question ( how many people
receive the leader newspaper and above all read it)
As a Multicultural Community the notices should be issued in  all languages due to not all
reading or speak English and delivered to every household .   

Below are some actual scenarios of what has been disastrous to date to commuters, retailers,
employees, property owners and citizens.    

Greens abusing their power in council for proposed removal of cars on Sydney Road ( main
arterial road) to allow more bicycle traffic and creation of super tram stops and a CEO who did
not direct Mayor and Councilors toward the legal requirement toward Mayor casting vote.
Even more so the proposal creating anxiety to traders who most have not renewed their retail
leases and walking down Sydney Road I see numerous retail shops having become vacant and
many others considering same, 
Most frustrating on the matter is that the Roads Minister Jaala Pulford confirming that Vicroads
has never considered a trial on Sydney Road.

If we take into consideration the number of employees that worked in the retail industry on
Sydney Road that have lost their job due to closure of businesses, this council has created with
its poor vision and self political interest of councilors a major black hole on Moreland’s Economy.
So much for having the Moreland Business Exchange on board!!.

We have had a super stop created $6 Million wasted on Nicholson Street East Brunswick ( Blythe
and Nicholson) which has taken away the liberty of home owners and tenants from parking there
and has caused Chaos in every angle including damage to properties from excavation works at
the time of creating the super stop.  



We have a Private Hospital on Moreland Road Coburg that was granted a permit by the minister
with the condition of creation of 116 car spaces for its employees and commuters on Jessie
Street Coburg and from memory 49 car spaces on Glencairn Avenue Coburg. Residents are
paying the price for such ignorance and can’t even park near their residences during the day,
some of the properties on the Brunswick side don’t have driveways or the possibility of creating
one.
This Hospital is the John Fawner Hospital, whom does not contribute to the City of Moreland
Citizens unless they have private insurance and above all it does not even have an emergency
unit opened to the General Public.    

We have spent millions on upgrade of bicycle paths and to date we still have fatal accidents.

There have parking signs with half hour parking in front of retail shops reduced to quarter of an
hour and have and are a trap to our citizens in receiving an infringement by parking at the same
area  for many years, they  have not been communicated such change, the retailers are also
feeling such sting as patrons cannot enter the retail premises and purchase an item within 15
minutes and once stung will not go shopping at that retail area again.    

We witness daily Bicycle riders obstructing traffic and causing a danger to themselves and motor
vehicle drivers.

There are many other scenarios of which I could write all day and night.

I am totally against the C 183 Amendment and refuse to pay for a permit to park within the area
I commute, work and live.
I understand we all have a right to park anywhere on the roads, however this amendment is
more so  taking away that right.  

Please take this communication as a full objection to the C183 Amendment.

Kind Regards,









IMPORTANT - This email and any attachments may be confidential. If received in error, please
contact us and delete all copies. Before opening or using attachments check them for viruses
and defects. Regardless of any loss, damage or consequence, whether caused by the negligence
of the sender or not, resulting directly or indirectly from the use of any attached files our liability
is limited to resupplying any affected attachments. Any representations or opinions expressed
are those of the individual sender, and not necessarily those of the Department of Education and
Training.



From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 18 September 2019 12:02 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

Good afternoon,

I’m writing regarding the proposed changes to parking in Amendment C183.

We are a business located at  Gale Street in Brunswick East, part of the red zone on the
proposed changes map. Our street is currently unrestricted on the west side of the street and
restricted to 1 hour on the eastern side. A system that works well given the residential and
commercial mix of properties in the street.

We have 6 staff, with as many as 4 parking in the surrounding streets on any given day. Travel
distance, school drop offs and pick ups, and current car pooling arrangements mean that the
majority of our staff have no option but to drive to work and park in the surrounding streets. The
proposed 2P restriction for our entire street will mean our business is no longer a viable option
for some of these staff unless we move premises. After 5 years in the same location and having
just started a new 2 year lease earlier in the year, this isn’t really an option for us either.

We’ve previously contacted the council about a business permit, similar to the resident permits,
but have been told no such thing exists. This is something we’re happy to pay for and find it hard
to believe that in a street/area with such mixed purpose premises that we are no afforded the
same option for a permit. We don’t expect parking for customers or delivery drivers but it would
be nice if our employees could park somewhere near their workplace.

We understand the need for restrictions, but like residents, we feel we should be able to park
within a 500m walk of where we work. Our current arrangement with restrictions on one side
and none on the other has worked for the nearly 5 years we’ve been in our street, and would ask
the council to consider the detail in how parking in these mixed streets and areas actually works.
Decisions like this can have a devastating affect on small businesses like ours and it’s hard not to
feel like these proposals don’t consider us and our requirements at all. Should they go ahead we
have little choice but to leave our current location and start again somewhere new.

Kind regards,

Submission #20







many months and I know lots of people who do so in Brunswick and
are socially connected and not disadvantaged, however that is not the
case for those in Glenroy without access to a private vehicle. Life in
Glenroy without a car can be isolating and often results in one missing
out on full participation in society. Up here the choice to not own a
car is not usually a lifestyle choice, but an economic or an ability
related one.

Until access to public transport improves and walking and riding
locally is made safer and more accessible, those who don’t have
access to a car in Glenroy will continue to face disadvantage. (It is
worth noting that car share has not yet reached Glenroy, so that is not
an option)

Having said that, I agree there should be opportunities to purchase a
new unit in the Activity Centre without having to pay for a car park if
you choose to not own a car, however I believe this is already catered
for the activity centre zone parking provisions.

Allowing all developers to choose not to provide any parking for new
developments within the Glenroy Activity Centre will profit the
developers. Perhaps the suggested Neighbourhood activity centre
rates (20% reduction) might be more appropriate for Glenroy. (I have
questions on how a 20% reduction would be achieved in say a 3
dwelling development..perhaps this policy is also not well thought out
for the northern neighbourhood centres) but if there was a 5 dwelling
development in Glenroy Activity Centre, it may be appropriate to
allow one of these to not provide parking, for someone who chooses
to buy it with no expectation of on street parking in the future.

More concerning, the strategy will necessitate the introduction of
paid parking permits for all who live in Glenroy MAC and surrounds.
Has any consideration been given to the economic impact of that on
disadvantaged households?

Moreover has anyone given thought to what these parking restrictions
will do the social connectedness of many in the north. For example my
elderly neighbour and my parents (one of whom has a disability) both
rely on many visits a day from both paid carers and council workers
and friends/ family who all require easy access to park to undertake
their duties or visit/assist. Given the high rate of elderly and people
with a disability living in Northern Moreland will they have to have
multiple visitor permits to allow friends, family and workers to visit.
How is this going to be made workable? And not instead act as a
barrier to social connectedness?

If you look at the employment statistics in Glenroy too, you will find a
much higher rate of service workers (nurses etc) tradies and shift
workers for whom public transport and cycling is often not a viable
option as they start shifts when transport is not available (or safe
enough) or have to carry tools etc to work. The availability
of parking is imperative to their livelihood.

Furthermore, there are also more large households in the north, I
know of several who have tried living with one car but dispersed
places of employment mean that, as much as they would like to be,
they are unable to remain a one-car household. Others with young
adults starting work and apprenticeships etc often need more vehicles
again.

Until public transport is as accessible as it is in the south of the
municipality it is not appropriate to consider the



same parking restrictions in Glenroy as in Brunswick and Coburg
MAC’s. See pg 11 that clearly illustrated this (albeit by one measure
only).

The strategy as it stands is anti-diversity and looks at only catering for
more able-bodied people who are employed in the CBD rather than
the diversity of experience we have in the north. I personally want a
Moreland that welcomes everyone, not just those that commute into
town to sit behind a desk from 9-5.

Until public transport is improved dramatically and more walking and
cycling infrastructure is implemented in Glenroy, as well as
further strategic analysis undertaken, including economic and social
impacts, it is premature to make the changes suggested for Glenroy in
the Parking Strategy.

However if it is to go ahead I suggest a blanket 4 hr parking restriction
with permit exemption in all currently unrestricted areas of Glenroy
surrounding the MAC (which is most of it) with a free visitor pass for
every household to ensure that social connectivity and the ability for
people to visit each other is not detrimentally impacted upon.

I would also accept a 20% reduction as per the Neighbourhood activity
centre rates and suggest that the above 4 hr suggestion applies to
currently unrestricted areas around Neighbourhood activity Centres
as well.

Believe it or not, I do practice and support sustainable transport and
am disappointed not to see other actions considered in
the parking strategy, like banning parking in bike lanes to make cycling
safer and more appealing. There is also more that could be done
around schools to make walking and riding more appealing.
The strategy also fails to mention increased rates of
bike parking anywhere but more specifically within new developments
where there should be a requirement for at least one bike space per
bedroom.

Council should also improve how they protect and enhance strip
shopping centres to ensure people continue to have walkable access
to fresh food. There is a whole section of Pascoe Vale that no longer
has walkable access to fresh food because Council allowed Coles to
move further east into an industrial zone. Traffic and parking at this
new Coles is shocking and pedestrian access is very poor.

Yours sincerely 



From: 
Sent: Friday, 20 September 2019 4:50 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Submission to Amendment C183

Hi Moreland City Council team,

As a resident and property owner of  Eveline St Brunswick (designated on a street in 
Moreland zoned as 'Areas near Activity Centres' on your map) we just wanted to make a small 
submission regarding the proposed change of unrestricted car park spaces.

The way we have read amendment C183, it seems as if Council's plan is to transition these 
unreserved car park spaces to 2 Hour limit spaces from 8am to 11pm, Monday-Friday? (a copy of 
the website text is below).

Currently unrestricted parking close to Moreland’s Activity Centres and neighbourhood centres 
will be changed to 2 Hour Parking between 8am and 11pm from Monday to Friday.

We would like the Council to consider reducing the evening period of these restrictions from 
11pm to say 9pm, to allow guests visiting for dinner or staying overnight at residences the 
opportunity to park without requiring a permit.

We feel that a reduction from 8am-11pm to 8am-9pm will still provide the necessary changes for 
a growing municipality, but will provide local residents with enough flexibility to entertain in the 
evenings without having to worry about guest parking.

Thanks for your consideration.

Submission #22







· Expelled from Primary school on first day & has seen the inside of most prisons in
Victoria

· Dined with the Governor of Pentridge Prison as his guest while  BLF Federal
Secretary Norm Gallagher was downstairs

· ONLY Architect in Australia to have VCAT costs awarded against other parties
Barrister

· Victoria Government Project Manager & Senior Architect Public Works Department
Justice Group

· President elected internationally renowned HALFTIME Architecture Discourse
Club Melbourne

· Principal Architect & Forensic & High Security Building Consultant 1990-

· Victoria Government Senior Architect County Court of Victoria Civil Jury Courts
#30 to #38

· Victoria Government  Senior Architect & Project Manager to Supreme Court Chief
Justice, County Court Chief Judge & Magistrates Court Chief Magistrate

· Victoria Government Author, Architect & Master planner for: Inter-generational
Master Plan for the Future Provision of Law Courts in Victoria. A world first
(Implemented)

· Victoria Government Architect of “the Perfect Prison & at one third the capital &
operating costs of Barwon". Claimed by Bill Kidston Director General Corrections to
Attorney General Victoria 1985.

· Victoria Government  Project Manager & Senior Architect for all Jurisdictions Court
Buildings Historic & others throughout Victoria 1985-1989

· Consultant Architect for Public Housing for Ministry of Housing Victoria

· Lecturer in Building Contract Law, & Programming & Scheduling for Critical Path

· In charge of $500 million State Works & Services program when City of Coburg
budget was $20 million

· Extensive on site experience in Building & Construction & Heavy Engineering
projects.





-





Regards,

P.S. what you have done to John St is absolutely ridiculous, especially as we've now lost a
lane on Nicholson St due to the new design. Terrible.









-









more likely that those needing to park will find alternatives (such as existing off-street supply or
sourcing parking from local underused spaces offered via market alternatives). Unnecessary car
trips disincentivised and shorter parking sessions where possible will also help alleviate any
supply issues.

Of course, removing MPRs will not remove existing parking supply, and long-term examples such
as that of London show that removing MPRs merely results is a decrease (around 50%) of
developer parking provision. Importantly, substantially restricting and removing on-street
parking, as well as associated traffic, will have great benefits for pedestrians, cyclists, public
transport quality and efficiency, and also likely improve the driving experience for those who do
need to drive. Where there is a loss of convenience (and it is important to emphasise that
changes often impact driving convenience, rather than actual access), that must be seen as part
of an overall crucial shift towards a sustainable mobility network. I believe Moreland’s work has
acknowledged this, and continues to work to smooth the transition as much as possible – but
importantly, the transition must happen, particularly in light of existing constrained mobilities
and the climate emergency.

Once again, I welcome Moreland’s strong efforts to champion progressive changes that will
revitalise neighbourhoods and activity centres, and create much more equitable access for all. I
hope that in the near future removal of MPRs will be proposed at a wider scale (municipal, as
well as at VPP level), and that the trial of removing on-street spaces on Sydney road and others
will be secured.

Thankyou,



Strategic	Planning	
Submission	to	Amendment	C183	
Moreland	City	Council	
Locked	Bag	10	
Moreland	VIC	3058	

To	Whom	It	May	Concern:	

I	wish	to	object	to	the	proposed	changes	to	on	street	parking	in	the	
neighbourhood	area	between	Albion	St	and	Whitby	St	in	Brunswick	West,	in	
particular	the	proposed	restrictions	to	Cumming	St,	Murray	St	and	Bent	St	to	2P	
8am-11pm	Monday-Friday.	I	have	been	a	resident	of	Cumming	St,	Brunswick	
West	for	over	three	years.	

Firstly,	this	area	has	been	chosen	because	it	is	a	‘neighbourhood	centre’.	
However	there	are	very	few	shops	in	this	area,	including	no	supermarkets	or	
convenience	stores	that	meet	our	daily	and	weekly	needs,	and	many	of	the	shops	
have	closed	or	reduced	their	hours	in	the	time	that	I	have	lived	in	Cumming	St.	
For	example,	on	the	Hope	St	and	Melville	Rd	corner,	one	shop	(which	sold	audio	
systems)	has	closed,	and	no	new	business	has	opened	in	that	shopfront	in	over	a	
year.	The	takeaway	shop	on	the	corner	has	reduced	its	hours	in	recent	months.	
The	other	two	shops	are	a	bottle	shop,	which	has	recently	been	sold,	and	a	
laundromat.	There	is	less	demand	for	these	services	than	in	the	past.	Therefore	
this	area	does	not	constitute	a	‘neighbourhood	centre…	where	shopping	and	
community	services	are	meeting	the	daily	and	weekly	needs	of	the	local	
community’	and	there	is	no	indication	that	it	will	constitute	a	neighbourhood	
centre	in	the	future.	Furthermore,	there	are	no	shops	that	are	open	late	in	the	
evening,	making	the	proposed	restriction	of	8am-11pm	completely	unnecessary	
in	this	area.	

Secondly,	the	changes	to	parking	are	proposed	to	help	protect	liveability	and	
discourage	people	from	using	cars.	However	in	this	area,	the	council	has	made	no	
new	investment	in	transport	options	in	the	more	than	three	years	since	I	moved	
into	the	area.	For	example,	there	is	no	bicycle	lane	on	Melville	Rd	or	any	bicycle	
infrastructure	on	any	other	streets	that	would	encourage	an	increase	in	active	
transport.	Further,	there	has	been	no	increase	in	public	transport	services	in	the	
area.	The	area	is	currently	serviced	by	one	tram,	number	58,	that	only	runs	once	
every	30	minutes	in	off-peak	evening	and	weekend	times,	and	one	bus	service,	
number	503,	that	does	not	run	after	7pm	on	Monday-Saturday	and	does	not	run	
at	all	on	Sundays.	How	are	residents	expected	to	get	to	other	areas	at	these	times	
except	by	using	a	car?	

Thirdly,	as	previous	changes	to	parking	restrictions	in	Cumming	St	have	shown,	
the	only	people	who	park	in	Cumming	St	are	residents	and	people	visiting	
residents.	Increasing	restrictions	on	parking	will	mean	residents	have	to	park	
much	further	away	from	their	homes,	which	poses	a	safety	risk	to	women	
residents	who	will	have	to	walk	further	distances	home	in	the	dark.	If	Moreland	
Council	is	serious	about	women’s	safety,	they	will	not	force	women	residents	to	
park	so	far	from	their	homes.	

Submission #32











From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 17 September 2019 12:08 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

We are Public Accountants and are the owners of the property at Sydney Road Coburg from
which trade. At present we use street There are 2 of us that use street parking so clearly the
amendment C183 affects us.
Use of public transport to come to work is not an option as we often need our car during to visit
clients during the day. We have reviewed the overlay showing the proposed restricted parking
and note that it extends quite a considerable distance from our office making parking a bit
further out and walking almost impossible.
We note that residents can apply for parking  permit. Can we apply for parking permits even
though we do not live on premises.
What are our alternatives?

Submission #35



-----Original Message-----
From
Sent: Monday, 16 September 2019 3:12 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Subm ssion to Amendment C183

Hi Moreland Co nci ,

I’ve received you  noti e regarding Amendment C183, and I have a question. My wife and I live at
Union St Brunswi k West  this property has 16 dwellings, 1 crossover, and about 8 or 9 parking spaces at the 
rear of the property. Unit 10 does no  have a parking space at the rear of this property, so my wife and I are 
forced to park our car  on the stree  I c ntacted Moreland Council today and asked them how many permits this 
property would be eligible for once the parking restrictions are implemented, they advisor I spoke to said we 
would only be eligible for 1 ermit becau e this property has a crossover. Does this make sense to you? Is there 
an appeals process that we could utili  o get 2 permits? Any advice would be greatly appreciated.

Sent from my iPad

WITHDRAWN







--





From: 
Sent: Thursday, 17 October 2019 9:18 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

[Please remove my name and contact details prior to making the submission publicly available.]

Dear Moreland City Council,

As an owner and resident of an apartment on  Nicholson Street, I would be affected by the
proposed proposed parking overlay Schedule 3. 

Whilst I am supportive of the Council’s intention to reduce car usage across the municipality, I do not
think that applying 2 hour parking restrictions during the evening until 11pm is reasonable or
necessary in helping to reduce traffic. On the other hand, this restriction would be an inconvenience
to dinner guests or evening visitors of residents. I would request that Council reconsiders the time
that parking restrictions are applied so that parking restrictions end earlier in the evening, e.g.
6.30pm.

Sincerely,

Submission #39





car travel in Moreland.
Yours sincerely, 







Objection to C184 November 2019 2

Human Rights
Amendment C183 and the accompanying parking policy have major human rights

implications, especially on the direct and indirect discrimination of people with
disability and mobility issues. Moreland Council's Human Rights Policy 2016 to
2026 states that -‐
"Council will work to systematically reduce barriers created by attitudes, practices
and structures that limit opportunities for people with disability to fully participate
in the life of the community."
In contrast to their Human Rights policy, which calls on Council to actively reduce

barriers to disabled residents, Council through C183 plans to make the availability
of parking in new developments "market" driven. This policy will prohibit long stay
on-‐street parking for new residents while reducing off-‐street parking, thus creating
barriers to the life opportunities of persons with a disability as well as their family
members, carers and friends.
Moreland City Council did not adequately assess the human rights implications of

these policies, especially under Section 8 of the Charter, which states:
... (3) Every person is equal before the law and is entitled to the equal protection of
the law without discrimination and has the right to equal and effective protection
against discrimination.

The March 2019 Council report on MITS made no mention of Section 8 of the
Charter and just stated that –
"Human Rights Consideration
The implications of this report have been assessed in accordance with the

requirements of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities."
I have written for a copy of this assessment from Council and they have not been

able or willing to provide it. I believe Council has failed to do an adequate Human
Rights assessment of the C183 Amendment based on Council’s Human Rights Policy
and as required by the Victorian Charter of Rights and Responsibilities.
The Victorian Charter has legislated that local government must take human

rights into consideration when making laws, setting policies and in the provision of
services. Moreland Council has not done this and is leaving itself open to a human
rights challenge to their entire parking policy.

Basis of Objection
Based on social equity and fairness the deregulation of car parking minimums

C183 and the Parking Restriction Zones should be opposed for these reasons:
1. Moreland Transport Strategy (MITS), the Parking Strategy and Amendment

C183 have not been given proper consideration of the human rights impacts,
as is required under the Victorian Charter of Rights and Responsibilities,

2. The removal of parking minimums codes do not provide for the needs of
disabled residents or those with chronic illnesses and their carers,

3. The current Moreland Planning Scheme already provides opportunities for
Parking Minimums to be negotiated down in Activity Areas,
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4. The proposed parking restrictions will detrimentally and disproportionately
affect community services in the municipality such as child-‐care, aged care,
health care, sporting clubs,

5. Parking Restriction Zones are unfair. Instead of sharing road space between
different users, Council takes a public resource (on-‐street parking) and
reserve it for a particular group of people -‐ the eligible resident -‐ while other
users like carers, workers, visitors, commuters, churches and sports clubs
have very restricted access,

6. This market driven, neoliberal approach to parking provision
disproportionately impacts disabled people and people with long-‐term
health conditions and their carers,

7. Residential parking permit schemes have a “first mover advantage”. They are
great when your area is the only area that has them and not many other
people in your area want them. Once everyone has them traffic is shuffled
between one area and another seeking parking opportunities,

8. Permits enable people who qualify for the permit to use a very valuable
resource very inefficiently. People can now go on holidays and leave their car
parked on street for weeks. Rather than reducing car use new residents
might simply bring vehicles with them and park them on street including
transferring permits to non-‐residents,

9. Administration is also a major headache, mainly because permits create a
massive incentive for scamming.
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The Theory
Much of the justification for C183 comes from the writings of Donald Shoup who

argues for paying the full cost of road space and the removal of parking minimums.
Instead of sharing road space between different users and allocating road space
according to people's willingness to pay, Moreland Council is taking a public
resource (on-‐street parking) and reserving it for a particular group of people, the
eligible residents, while other users like carers, workers, visitors, commuters,
churches and sports clubs have time restricted access. Moreland model does not fit
into Donald Shoup's theory and practice.
Donald Shoup argues for the charging the true cost of parking based on actual

demand. He is critical of allowing non-‐residents free on-‐street parking but is equally
critical of the use of residential parking permits and restricting parking for non-‐
residents. He names both positions as the two extreme positions. He suggests a
compromise creating Parking Benefits Districts, which would combine permit
parking for residents with variable, demand driven paid parking for non-‐residents.
(Shoup 2016) Moreland has chosen an extreme hybrid, which favours resident
permits over other parking uses.

Parking minimums
The theory is that without minimums the market would provide fewer parking

spaces, resulting in fewer cars and more housing units. This is the repeated dogma,
even though Moreland’s Planning scheme has non-‐mandatory parking minimums,
which can and are negotiated down. Evidence to support the argument that
eliminating minimum is preferable in planning to minimums with the capacity to
negotiate down the carparking is inconclusive. The current system has developers
trying to cut costs on parking provision and Council has sought to stop it.
In a notable example in Moreland, a developer at 451 Lygon St, Brunswick sought

a total waiver from providing parking. The Council rejected the planning permit for
a development arguing that it was excessive. Kirsten Coster, Moreland's Director of
Planning, said the council rejected the application for 451 Lygon Street because it
had inadequate car parking for future occupants. Her claim was that the planners
were in a better position to determine the parking provision not the “market.”.
"Council planning officers judged that while it was reasonable to have reduced car
parking, particularly due to the site's proximity to bus and tram services, it was not
acceptable to have none.” (Carey 2016)
I agree with Moreland Council’s Director of Planning, planners are better placed

to stop unscrupulous developers externalising the cost of parking and increasing
their return.
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London
In 2004, London reversed its parking requirements, eliminating the previous

minimums, except for disabled parking, and putting newmaximums on parking
supply for all developments in the metropolitan area. No other major city has
reformed its parking requirements on such a radical, comprehensive scale.
Examining the effects of this reform provides much needed empirical evidence of
how parking reforms can affect cities. According to the Economist magazine, the
average parking provision in new residential blocks soon fell from 1.1 spaces per
flat to 0.6, putting street parking space at an even greater premium (April 6, 2016).
This achieved a 40% reduction in the number of new car parking. The purpose

was to decrease car ownership, which it largely failed to do in central London.
Researchers Guo and Ren found that the actual parking supplied was higher in
Central London, where density, public transport and access are greatest compared
to public transport poor adjacent outer areas. They called this finding "unexpected."
In fact the market acted as expected by simply providing more carparking for people
who can afford to live in the centre, even with its vastly better public transport, and
where the owners and renters are willing to pay a premium for parking.
The needs of the disabled have been a focus of London’s parking policy since

2004, which meant that minimums were not eliminated for disabled parking.
London Mayor Labour’s Sadiq Khan's statement in the updated London Transport
Plan 2016 makes it clear the importance of adequate policy to meet the mobility
needs of the disabled, and people with chronic illnesses:
“The Mayor’s ambition is for London to be a city where it is easy for all disabled

people to live and travel in London. Disabled people should have a genuine choice of
housing that they can afford within a local environment that meets their needs. This
means taking a holistic approach to creating streets, local services and a public
transport network that caters for disabled people and people with long-‐term health
conditions. It is recognised that some will rely on car travel more than others, whether
as a passenger or a driver. This means that to ensure genuine housing choice, disabled
persons’ parking should be provided for new residential developments. In some
circumstances this may include visitor parking for disabled residents who might have
regular visitors such as carers. Any such parking should be marked out as such and
restricted only for these users from the outset.” (City of London 2016)

London Transport Plan 2016 versus Moreland’s MITS
The 2016 London Transport Plan insisted on minimum parking requirements to

meet the needs of disabled residents. The London Transport Plan 2016 states:
T6.1 G Disabled persons parking should be provided for new residential

developments. Residential development proposals delivering ten or more units must,
as a minimum:
1. ensure that at least one designated disabled persons parking bay per dwelling

for three per cent of dwellings is available from the outset
2. demonstrate on plan and as part of the Car Parking Design and Management

Plan, how the remaining bays to a total of one per dwelling for ten per cent of
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dwellings can be requested and provided when required as designated disabled
persons parking in the future. If disabled persons parking provision is not sufficient,
spaces should be provided when needed either upon first occupation of the
development or in the future. Moreland’s Approach (City of London 2016)
Unlike London, Moreland Council’s approach is a free market, deregulated,

neoliberal approach, which means that the needs of the disabled and disadvantaged
and their carers will depend on market forces. This is in contrast to legislative
requirements, by both the Federal and State Governments, which recognise there is
market failure for the provision of facilities for the disabled and that public policy
requires that there be market intervention to ensure disability discrimination
compliance. Furthermore in London there are protections for consumers, as
solicitors and real estate agents are obliged to inform new owners or tenants in car
free buildings that they will not be entitled to on-‐street parking. There are no similar
provisions in the Moreland Council parking plan or in C183.

Problems of Mixed Use Developments
There are already examples of the failure of the current non-‐mandatory parking

standards meeting parking needs, which would be worse with no planning pressure
on developers. Currently there is no sufficient market incentive or market signal to
provide parking for commercial uses as since commercial uses are often only
provided due to planning requirements for mixed use. Developers make their
money from the residential element of mixed-‐use developments and therefore have
few incentives to provide for commercial developments. Currently there are dozens
of empty shells in new developments in Brunswick, which have failed to be utilized
for commercial purposes; it is unlikely developers will provide these sites with
sufficient parking for future use.

A Different Approach
I would agree that a planning system that provides too much parking is as

harmful as one that provides too little. The appropriate strategy is to manage
parking supply and not just deregulate parking for new developments. Parking
should be priced appropriately in areas of high demand, it should be shared and not
just reserved for certain residents with parking permits. Such a strategy could mean
in some circumstances reducing the amount of parking needed at a particular
location. Unfortunately Council’s approach is cumbersome and inflexible and by
providing short-‐term fixes it just highlights the inherent problems. The
administration of this system is going to be a headache and the use of residential
parking permits is going to create a massive incentive for scamming.
I have no problem in reducing the parking minimum to reflect local

demographics, which is what Council can do now under the current Planning
Scheme. For example parking standards can be reduced for housing in Activity
Centres that serves lower-‐income people, students and elderly or for housing in
more accessible locations (such as near public transport and in mixed-‐use
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neighbourhoods); in developments that have car-‐share services, and where parking
is priced.
Most households in Moreland own at least one vehicle and therefore need

residential parking. Simply expecting the developers of new developments to
radically reduce car parks and thereby getting rid of vehicles is unrealistic. Even
non-‐drivers want parking for visitors. We have workers, shoppers, the disabled, the
aged, sports clubs and others that place demands on on-‐street parking. It is
therefore important that parking policy reforms be realistic and avoids creating new
problems.
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to Amendment 183.
Yours faithfully,
Carlo Carli
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member will drive them and carefully bring them in  to see us. 

This alone is now posing a huge level of stress on families and our ability to meet the needs of
this demographic sub group which is growing. 

Elderly cannot park 100-200m away then be expected to walk when they are mostly with
walkers, and with co-morbidities, that make them seriously disabled or with impaired mobility (
10% or greater increases risk of falls etc) . 

I am asking f r the council to assist us here in Fawkner, to address the needs of the elderly, and
t  off  rea  solutions for the elderly. 

I propo e th  Morela d City Council, funds a research study into the real needs of the special
needs f our elde y, mob lity services, and the real need for disabled parking to be increased
etc, 

Fawkner has 14,500 h mes. You c  not be serious about reducing car park spots when in actual
fact we are growing and the demographics shows, also more young families are moving in to the
area.

Please do not reduce the car parkin  allotments, ou will find that within a short period of time a
huge problem will continue to ar se, an  it will hing  upon  any further  reduction in  car park
spots. 

Create more space for the elderly, and more access r them ith specialised transportation
services to the shops, with carers to support them to co tinue o live locally, shop locally, and
feel part of the community.

Otherwise, most families give in to the difficulties and send he r elde ly to aged care nursing
homes. 

Health and happiness for any human, relies on being and living in their comm nity  Don’t make
this more difficult for them or ruin it for them. 

Yours sincerely,

WITHDRAWN









afield, especially to Mediterranean Wholesalers, to bridal shops and to other specialty
shops and restaurants. If customer can’t park, they won’t come. And the shops will die
and Sydney Rd will end up a traffic sewer.  Brunswick will end up a concrete jungle with
nothing for all the residents to do. If car parking is removed from Sydney Rd it MUST BE
REPLACED with off street parking at convenient places behind the shops to ensure their
viability.

Overall I think the assumptions in this proposal are very naïve. They assume that everyone can
walk and ride a bike everywhere and that people who shop along Sydney Rd all live nearby and
this is not the case.
I would hate to see Sydney Rd end up as just a traffic thoroughfare and not remain my ‘village’ as
it is now.

I suggest you make Sydney Rd for local traffic only. Divert commuter traffic just passing through
to the city down to Melville Rd or Lygon St, or even to CityLink where it belongs.

Regards
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Strategic Planning 
Submission to Amendment C183 
Moreland City Council 
Locked Bag 10 
Moreland VIC 

Dear Moreland City Council,  

I am writing to object to Amendment C183 2 hour parking restrictions in 

Hartington St Glenroy. As an owner and resident in a townhouse,  we 
currently only have one car space available in our garage. We often utilise 
street parking out front of our residence that is convenient and safe to access 
with getting a toddler into and out of the car safely. Having restrictions in our 
street with greatly impact or visitors as well as family coming to take care of 
our child on a regular basis. This will add to inconvenience, and financial stress 
as well as reduced social interaction for myself and my child if visitors are 
restricted to 2 hours parking. My local parent’s group whom was established 
via the local council have regular playdates rotating at each members 
residence. This will impact my ability to continue participating in these 
meetups and hosting,  

As per your website 

https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/community-health/children-and-families/pl
aygroups/ “Playgroups provide parents and caregivers with the opportunity 
to meet new people, gain support and exchange parenting ideas. They allow 
babies, toddlers and preschools to socialise as they play and learn together” 
by restricting parking in Hartington street Glenroy you will be taking away 
opportunities for support as a first time mother. This will impact negatively on 
both my social and mental health and wellbeing.  

To increase parking for train and bus commuters at Glenroy stations  without 

impacting local residents, more parking needs to be created at Glenroy train 
station. This should be part of the planning of the level crossing removal. 
Looking at increasing parking with a multilevel parking structure and 
shopping precinct. It will create a fantastic hub for shopping, transport 
commuting and keep parking available to residents and their families. You 
have the opportunity to make this a priority now as the changes are yet to 
occur. Plan for a better Glenroy not restrict access to those who live here.  

Sincerely, 

Submission #49





clarify my understanding of this Amendment and both people I spoke with told me that we
would not be affected by Amendment C183. 
If parking time restrictions will apply near Grantham St. and near Sydney Rd. and the 20%
reduction of Parking requirements for new developments would apply,
where are all these cars and all the cars mentioned above going to go but towards the
middle of the street where there are no restrictions.
So how are we not affected by the Amendment C183? 

A large Proposal in Union St. was recently rejected at VCAT, sooner or later they will most
probably apply for another and when they do if they can provide 20% less parking spaces,
where will those cars go?

As much as we would like to think that people will be encouraged to ride bikes around this
area it seems by the number of cars in the street that parking spaces are still necessary.

Sincerely,



• Commuters who catch the tram
• Overflow of residents from existing flats in Moreland Road
• Residents of Carrington Street and their visitors
• Customers of Hall’s taekwondo
• Customers of local shopping strip (Moreland and Melville roads intersection)
• Customers of two new Cafes that have recently opened in Moreland Road (Ground Four

Eatery, 444 Moreland Road and Dr. Smith & Co, 443 Moreland Road)
• Customers of proposed businesses under new apartment building (444 Moreland Road)

While I support the Council’s encouragement of residents to use public transport rather than 
owning a car, reality is that: 

• Most residents still prefer to own cars (even if they utilize public transport)
• Trams on Melville Road are “standing room only” during peak times, discouraging many

commuters
• Many residents don’t work / attend University/ School on the public transport route
• Majority of customers visiting Hall’s taekwondo, the Shopping strip and Cafes use cars as

their mode of transport

Visitors to the southern end of Carrington Street find it very difficult to get a parking space without 
having to walk a long distance. My elderly Mother (has a disabled parking permit) struggles to visit 
us when the only parking space is a long distance away. 

Parking for residents / visitors and customers is currently extremely busy and many commuters 
park illegally in Moreland Road, obstructing the view of traffic when drivers are attempting to turn 
into Moreland Road from Carrington Street.  

The proposed new multi-story apartment building (434-436 Moreland Road) will contribute 
greatly to the number of cars in the area requiring parking space. 

Applying the Parking Overlay to this area will escalate the already existing parking problems that 
residents and customers currently face.  Once proposed new multi-story apartment developments 
are built even more cars will be completing for limited parking spaces. 

Regards, 

Submission #51

Attention Kirsten Coster 

Dear Madam, 

Reference: AMENDMENT C183 MORELAND PLANNING SCHEME 
PROPOSED NEW PARKING OVERLAY 

I write regarding the proposed new parking overlay. I wish to object strongly to this proposed 
amendment. 

Carrington Street Pascoe Vale South is currently used as parking for: 







From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6 November 2019 9:44 AM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission in support of Planning Amendment C183

Dear City of Moreland,

I write as the  .   is a social enterprise 
with the vision of eliminating youth homelessness in Australia. Dedicated to this purpose, 100%
of profits from our three social enterprises, Crêpes for Change, The Coffee Cart Changing Lives, 
home.one & home.two, go towards helping young people escape the homelessness cycle.

Our Brunswick cafe home.one is a hole-in-the-wall cafe on Florence Street, Brunswick. It is the 
bottom of the car free Nightingale building. We employ 8 staff, have 7 trainees and a team of 4 
volunteers that all work in this cafe. None of our staff or trainees drive to work - they ride, walk 
or catch public transport instead. 

The west end of Florence Street is the perfect spot for us. It is a dead end street, it is located 
close to train, bus and train and the upfield bike path. Our morning customers are locals walking 
to the train, tram or bus. Our day trade is made up of local office workers and some local 
residents. Our weekend trade is all local residents.

The success of this important business is largely due to the local trade that emanates from a 
street that has apartment and office buildings buildings that are car free. The success of this 
business is crucial to the overall success of our organisation, and in turn of our ability to have an 
impact on the lives of the young people that we work with. 

I write to support your planning amendment C183. I support the timing and charging for on

Submission #54







I have had to watch the car-centric Sydney Road slowly die as a retail destination as its free car
parking choked the streets with point to point travellers.

I write to support your planning Amendment C183 and it’s intent to refocus Brunswick toward
walking and cycling, and away from the outdated 20th century idea that our city must rely on car
parking and private car ownership.

Thank you for your efforts to date to make Brunswick a place for people and for your continued
engagement with the community you represent.

Kind Regards









In addition to regular monthly meetings, our Club attends combined monthly social
functions and/or outings with the Glenroy Ladies Probus Club. The functions are held at
the community hall on the corner of Murrell and Cromwell Street, utilising the car park
opposite (next to the Scout Hall). We understand that this car park will change from
unrestricted to two hour parking. This will restrict the type of functions/outings that can be
arranged and who will be able to attend. The outings usually consist of a whole day bus
trip. Members look forward to these social interactions, and restricting this parking may
mean these outings have to be discontinued, potentially leading to declining memberships
for both Clubs and social isolation for members.

Most of our members have been long term residents of Glenroy, and have seen the suburb
evolve and change. We acknowledge that there is greater demand for car parking,
especially in Glenroy’s commercial areas. If this policy is to be implemented,
consideration needs to be given to the impacts for Moreland’s aged population, many of
whom do not have disability parking permits. We would encourage the Council to consider
issuing a special parking permit for senior members, which would enable them to have
extended parking in the areas affected by this amendment. This would enable Moreland’s
aged population to continue to enjoy their current quality of life and ensure they can fully
participate in social activities.

Regards,



From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6 November 2019 2:59 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission : Amendment C183: Moreland Parking Implementation Plan

To Whom it may concern, 

Submission : Amendment C183: Moreland Parking Plan 

I have resided in the area for in excess of thirty years. During that time I have noticed a
significant increase in traffic across the entire municipality. It is clear that "peak
congestion" has almost been reached and soon it will no longer be possible for everyone
to drive a car everywhere particularly during peak times. 

Amendment C183 will greatly encourage future residents to use means, other than the
automobile, to commute within Moreland and beyond. Bicycles are an effective way to
commute 10km. With electrification these bike trips can easily be extended to 30km.
Walking is a sensational way to commute up to 4km without raising a sweat. Public
transport offers another good alternative to the automobile. Car share also exists for those
that need to use a car on an infrequent basis.   

Apartment building have already been built in Moreland with little or no car parking.  The
Commons and Nightingale II are such buildings. The architects have had enormous interest
in these in these apartments and can not keep up with the demand. The bulk of the
residents in these buildings do not own a motor vehicle and instead use public transport
and active transport options to commute with the area. These new residents are likely to
closely resemble the many thousands of residents who will pour into our unique and
fascinating area into the future.   

In summary, I congratulate the Moreland City Council for putting Amendment C183
forward in the first place. Well done you have my full support. 

Kind Regards, 

Submission #58







Whatever the program or activity, most are scheduled for either 2 or 3 hours.  As many
participants need to park and arrive 10-15 minutes before the scheduled starting time, the
proposed 2 hour parking period would expire before the end of classes.  I can't imagine
participants having to leave 15 minutes before the finishing time to go out and look for
alternate parking.  I fear that this will make it impossible for many participants to continue
or to attract any new enrolments.

In addition, with respect to the staff and volunteers who commit to a full day, their cars
need to be close by to enable travel to and from meetings, between both BNH locations,
purchasing bulk supplies, banking, etc.

I understand that the parking strategy will go ahead regardless, but I hope that, at the very
least, parking could be allowed for a minimum of 4 hours around community facilities such
as the Neighbourhood House at both its locations.  And ideally, daily parking permits for
staff and full time volunteers would allow the work of the Neighbourhood House to
continue for the benefit of the community it serves and in the most efficient and time/cost
effective way possible.

I believe that the new parking strategy could have a seriously detrimental effect on the
work of Brunswick Neighbourhood House, and may force me to reconsider my ability to
continue to work and volunteer.   

Thank you for your time.





As an employer and service provider of choice, we are also concerned about the significant 

and ongoing effect this amendment will have on our clients, staff and carers at five (5) of our 
sites. These sites include Glenlyon Road Brunswick, 93 Bell Street Coburg, Victoria Place 

Coburg, Pentridge Boulevard Coburg and Cromwell Street Glenroy. 

Moreland is not particularly well serviced across town by public transport and for most Merri 

staff and clients that live or work in the area the need to drive is essential not optional, a fact 

made abundantly dear in a recent Merri Employees survey; many of whom are female and 

have school aged children that require timed pickups and drop offs at school or child care on 
the way to or home from work making a commute on public transport simply impossible. The 

survey also indicated that a high percentage of our staff travel to work from outside the 

municipality. They drive to work due to family commitments, lack of accessible and timely 

public transport options and/or time constraints. As a matter of interest over 80% of our staff 

are female. 

Additionally we undertake significant home visits to frail, sick and vulnerable families that live 

within the affected activity centres and neighbourhood centres and are concerned that 

proposed parking restrictions that will flow from Amendment C183 will negatively affect 

access and affordability to much needed home based services. 

In closing this amendment will have a detrimental effect on our business and the health and 

liveability of the community Merri Health serve. In particular the most vulnerable, elderly and 

those least able to afford expensive car parking permits or the potential frequency of fines 

attributed to the reduced parking and the increase in Council parking wardens hired to police 

the new restrictions. 

This is a significant issue for Merri Health, our staff, carers, clients who access our services and 

to the general Moreland community that will be adversely affected by this amendment. 

··•
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53 years. I understand the culture of the City of Moreland area very well, how local, 

state and federal government policy decisions impact on the area, and how critical it 

is for residents and workers to have access to services that maintain and improve 

their personal health and social inclusion.  

The potential for legal challenge 

I advise Council that discriminatory policymaking outcomes can be legally challenged 

in Victoria within the Victorian human rights framework. I suggest to the Council to 

now consider the potential ramifications of the proposed Amendment C183 towards 

both the ageing and people with a disability in the City of Moreland as there is real 

potential to create new barriers for them in accessing human, community and health 

services in Moreland. In essence, I request Council to immediately repeal the 

proposed amendment in consideration of human rights laws. 

Impact on residents of Moreland who are ageing and/or have a disability 

In our ageing society, governments in Australia have encouraged and supported the 

ageing and people with a disability to remain living in their homes for as long as 

possible. Ageing people and people with a disability living at home who are 

experiencing a decline in their ability to personally care for themself and/or maintain 

their homes, are in many instances provided direct care support from carer support 

workers employed with various organisations both within and outside of the City of 

Moreland. The carer support workers drive their own cars to the residence or facility 

of the ageing and people with a disability, and in many instances have to park their 

cars in the street outside the residence or facility they are visiting. They can be 

visiting their clients for well over two hours and may not be able to leave their client 

alone for health and safety reasons and/or in accordance with their work 

responsibilities and duties. Workers are usually advised by their employers to park in 

the street for occupational health and safety reasons so they cannot have their 

vehicle blocked by another person in a residential or facility driveway. Carer support 

workers need to be able to leave their client's residence or facility without hindrance 

as in many instances they do so to drive their own car to their next client visit. 
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Cars an essential method of transport for carers and staff in human services  

Australian society relies on the use of cars to transport people to their place of 

employment. Not everyone can use public transport and ride bicycles for work duties, 

and I advise Council to broaden its thinking when developing policies in regard to use 

of cars and spaces for parking. Cars are not going to go away as the workforce 

involved in providing health services requires the use of cars to move around to 

provide human, community, and health services to the residents of Moreland.  Carer 

support workers require parking spaces adjacent to the residence or facility they are 

visiting as they are regularly required to pick up their client and take them for 

shopping trips and/or social activities in the Moreland community.  

Moreland City Council must act within a human rights framework 

Moreland City Council must adhere to creating policies that are inclusive and in 

accordance with the Victorian Human Rights and Responsibilities Charter. Council is 

advised to consider Section 38 from the Charter (Victorian Equal Opportunity and 

Human Rights Commission, 2019): 

38 Conduct of public authorities 

(1) Subject to this section, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way that is

incompatible with a human right or, in making a decision, to fail to give proper

consideration to a relevant human right.

If Council was to proceed with the proposed Amendment C183, it would be open to 

a legal challenge as ageing people and people with a disability could be severely 

hampered in accessing health services providers within the proposed areas. If an 

ageing person or a person with a disability is unable to locate a parking place that is 

within a reasonable distance from the health service they are visiting, then their 

human right to health services is being severely impacted. Worse still, their personal 

health could be at severe risk due to poor planning and the implementation of 

discriminatory policies. 
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Moreland City Council Moreland Human Rights Policy 2016-2026 

In recognition of the Council's purpose to implement its human rights policy 

(Moreland City Council, 2019), the following excerpts are noteworthy.  

The policy Purpose states on page four: 

The Moreland Human Rights Policy 2016–2026 provides a framework and objectives 

for the implementation of Council’s human rights obligations. It is aligned with the 

Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 

The policy Context states on page four: 

This policy aligns with Commonwealth, Victorian and Local Government policies and 

legislation, and aims to achieve consistency in Council’s approach to diversity. The 

policy also conforms to international declarations which seek to protect the rights of 

all people. The policy applies to all areas of Council to inform the planning, 

development and evaluation of all policies, services, programs and infrastructure. As 

a public authority, Moreland Council has an obligation to ensure that: 

• All decisions give proper consideration to human rights and associated legislation;

• All actions, policies and services are compatible with upholding human rights;

• All local laws are interpreted consistent with human rights legislation

On page five, the policy states: 

People with Disability 

Council will work to systematically reduce barriers created by attitudes, practices and 

structures that limit opportunities for people with disability to fully participate 

in the life of the community. Council will work to ensure a culture within its own 

organisation that recognises everyone has a responsibility and an important role to 

play in addressing the discrimination experienced by people with disability. 

In consideration of these policy statements, and equal opportunity laws, it could be 

argued via a legal challenge that the Moreland City Council is creating a new barrier 
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for ageing people and people with a disability in being able to equally access health 

services within the proposed areas of Amendment C183. 

Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities 

The Victorian Charter of Human Rights  and Responsibilities is a legal document that 

'that sets out the basic rights, freedoms and responsibilities of all people in Victoria' 

(Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission 2019). The Moreland 

City Council must take the charter into consideration when formulating its policies, 

and that includes Amendment C183. As a statutory body, the Moreland City Council 

is obliged by the Victorian Parliament to do so, and without appropriate 

consideration and application, the Council leaves itself open to a legal challenge 

regarding the proposed amendment. 

Developers must not be given power to decide 

Moreland City Council must consider that their current approach to developers 

ascertaining the market need in regard to the supply of parking spaces is not an 

appropriate one-size-fits-all answer to future development within Moreland. 

Councillors are elected to serve the people who vote for them, and they and Council 

staff are expected to work diligently within human rights frameworks towards 

creating policies that are a good fit for the current and future needs of Moreland.   

Request to Council for Human Rights Assessment 

On Thursday 7 November 2019, I emailed the Council seeking a copy of the Human 

Rights Assessment for the proposed amendment, and at time of writing I have not 

received a response. The Council is promoting itself as having considered human 

rights as part of the planning for the proposed amendment, however I cannot locate 

any evidence of a human rights assessment being completed.  

The immediate effect on residents and workers in Glenroy 

As a concerned Glenroy resident, there is speculation that Council is considering the 

rollout of the new parking restrictions in Glenroy before anywhere else in the City of 
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Moreland. I envisage that clients and staff of Merri Health in Cromwell Street, 

Glenroy could be immediately affected as they may not be able to park their cars 

close to the health centre for a period beyond two hours. Carer support workers 

who work for residential-based ageing and/or disability clients in the affected 

Glenroy area may also be immediately impacted by Council parking officers issuing 

infringement notices on their cars if they overstay the two-hour parking time. That is 

conceivable and I suspect it would raise the wrath of the carer support workers and 

their residential-based clients, and the staff and clients of Merri Health.  

Ageism and how Council is potentially implicated 

Ageism towards elderly people in Australia has been under increased scrutiny in 

recent times, with publicity surrounding the aged care royal commission uncovering 

wrongdoing on a monumental scale. The Council's proposed amendment could be 

perceived to be discriminative against the ageing, and I do not believe Council should 

be actively engaging in developing policies that seem on the surface to be 

discriminatory. It would be heartening to see a change of attitude within the Council 

where it would better embrace and practice policymaking that is more socially 

inclusive and that results in everyone's human rights being appropriately considered 

and acted upon. As people age, they are less able or willing to walk and ride bicycles 

for kilometres. The ageing members of the Moreland community are also less likely 

to use public transport due to declining physical ability or personal safety concerns. 

Council and council staff need to think more broadly about the ageing and how this 

proposed amendment is exclusive in nature and not reflective of modern needs of 

the people who have helped build our community. 

Potential solutions - Communication and Collaboration 

Council is advised to better consider the real current and future needs of the 

residents of the City of Moreland and those Carer Support Workers who use cars to 

provide services to the ageing and people with a disability. Improved communication 

is needed, and consulting with organisations that provide carer support and health 

services should be initiated as a matter of urgency. Collaboration is a healthier 
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method of action as compared to a potentially heavy-handed approach to the 

enforcement of new parking regulations. The heavy-handed approach is likely to 

result in raising the wrath of residents, workers, staff and clients involved in the 

provision of carer support services and local health services.  

Conclusion 

I conclude by reiterating that I object to the Amendment C183: Moreland Parking 

Implementation Plan in its entirety due to it not conforming with human rights law. 

Yours sincerely, 
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From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6 November 2019 5:06 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: HPRM: Objection to parking restrictions in Glenroy

My name is  George St Glenroy I have been a resident of Glenroy 39 years and
Oak Park 19 before that. I don't work but do 70% of my shopping in Glenroy my Doctor, 
pharmacist, hairdresser  and banking needs are all in Glenroy. I meet for Coffee catch ups in
Glenroy 90% of the time.  

I have a parking ticket pending,  as it's impossible to get a spot longer than 2 hours. I know the
suburb is growing but either  build a bigger car park along with the new station or the time
parking needs to be at a minimum 3 hours.  

Yours sincerely 

Submission #66
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Submission #184















1. By reducing the car parking requirement (even though the rule of 1 visitor car spot per 5
dwellings seemingly is waived all the time) will simply increase the number of cars around the
streets.

2. The proposed expanded parking restrictions will have little effect – just check the top of
Gaffney Street Hill and side streets.

3. It only benefits the Developers who will squeeze in more units into the block and create a
further divide between developments with current parking allowances and those that are
proposed.

4. Where will the workers (many don’t live locally) park if public transport is not suitable in terms
of availability  / timelines / area or even the type of work which requires a car?

5. Workers will simply move there cars every two hours which is unproductive if I was the
employer.  If you want to act like an inner city council – then start issuing business parking
permits.

6. Some businesses (such as restaurants) will be affected and will rely more on walking traffic to
remain viable if parking restrictions become too difficult to park for an extended time.

I have seen many other submissions online with many other valid reasons.

Unfortunately the issue at hand has arisen as one of ideology rather than common sense – plain
and simple.

When I read the local paper, I often shake my head at some of the decisions passed by the
current council and seems more about ideology/personal beliefs than common sense.
This current council is causing the biggest divide I have ever seen between the inner city of
Moreland and those of the northern part of Moreland.
Please stop pushing and shoving ideals that may work in the inner part of Moreland (Brunswick)
across all of Moreland – that is not your role.

Local government should be about governing for all in the electorate and not driven just by
ideology and you be striving to work better with the local state government seats.

Please delete my name and details for public viewing, but happy to talk to any councillor direct.

Regards











T: 03 9355 4203 | E: aschirripa@moreland.vic.gov.au

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 10 November 2019 3:36 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

To whom it may concern.

As a rate paying resident in a new but small development,  I strongly oppose any changes to 
parking restrictions as this,  although spruiked by your council to assist residents to park closer to 
their homes,  is simply another cash grab by Moreland City Council. You are receiving around 25 
lots of yearly rates from our building alone,  where only two houses would fit and yet we're being 
told we are unable to park on our own street and cannot even purchase a residents permit as we 
don't own a house,  instead we own an apartment built after 2011.

Perhaps parking wouldn't be a progressing issue if you slow down on approving many multiple 
apartments buildings and instead of seeing the dollar signs from all those extra ratepayers you 
can squash in,  think of your existing residents. I am a shift worker who needs to drive to work 
and I will not appreciate getting to my car to leave for work and finding a ticket on my 
windscreen for parking near my house. 

It would be preferred that instead of the proposed ridiculous 2 hour limit between 8am and 
11pm,  instead make it a more reasonable 8-6.

Thank you. 

Submission #195





making for council.

Please take above into careful consideration with your decision making.

FYI as these are views not only from myself but also from neighbouring residents, I wish to
not have my name or address made public, preferably Anonymous Brunswick West 
resident

Kind Regards



We are proposing that Council should examine and implement a “Residence Parking Permit”, which 

would allow and permit the residence of this area to have unrestricted parking, when they find it 

necessary to have and maintain two motor vehicles. 

Forwarded for your information and necessary attention. 

Yours sincerely, 





projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into the GLENROY
community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council boundaries.  Brunswick and
Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council budget, however Glenroy residents and
owners pay a massive council tax amount, however the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way
behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe Vale
Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks from the
north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t this been
addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and west bound
behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to the
west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the fringes of the
suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in the affected areas? 
But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact the surrounding
area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any relevant impact
assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any sort
of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent public
transport system to support the community.

Regards,



To: Strategic Planning 

Moreland City Council 

Locked Bag 10 

Moreland Vic 3058 

Re: SUBMISSION TO AMENDMENT C183 

Dear Sir/Madam – Strategic Planning, 

We are the owners and occupiers of unit John Street, Brunswick East, which any amendments 

arising from your “Notice of the preparation of Amendment C183” will impact. 

The notice advises you will implementing the removal of minimum parking requirements and the 

implementation of maximum parking limits.  I respectfully advise this will greatly and adversely 

affect ourselves and many other permanent residents in this area. 

This area is now accommodating a higher number of younger more professionally employed people, 

where transport, not only to the immediate city area is required, but also travel to outlying suburbs 

and country areas when our efficient city transport is not convenient or is not available.  Some 

interstate travel may also be involved, as I know it is with both myself and   These facts 

certainly apply to ourselves. 

 It is out of sheer necessity, and not by choice, that we are required to own and maintain two motor 

vehicles.  Our residence has a single garage, which necessitates parking our second vehicle in John 

Street, on a regular and permanent basis, leaving us no other option.  When we first considered the 

purchase of our newly built residence, we were incorrectly informed by the Real Estate Agent that 

“Parking Permits” would be issued to residents of John Street.  I know this is not of concern to you, 

but believing that false information to be correct, was certainly an influencing factor in deciding on 

the purchase of our residence, knowing we had two motor vehicles.  After the purchase of our 

residence and inquiries having been made with you, the Moreland City Council, we were informed a 

“Residence Parking Permit” can not and will not be issued.  To this date, with the current parking 

limits in John Street there has not been a problem, but we can certainly envisage a great deal of 

trouble and inconvenience to the residences of John Street under the proposed amendments. 

We fully understand the necessity for change and the implementation of orderly and fair parking 

arrangement around the city and suburbs, but again, we respectfully submit that priority be given to 

your permanent residents, and they should not be inconvenienced or treated in the same vane as 

those non rate payers visiting the area. 

Submission #198







owners pay a massive council tax amount, however the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way
behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe Vale
Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks from the
north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t this been
addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and west bound
behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to the
west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the fringes of the
suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in the affected areas? 
But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact the surrounding
area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any relevant impact
assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any sort
of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent public
transport system to support the community.

Regards,





meaning that responses are limited and a decision will be skewed - a deliberate act to
ensure the Council statistics/responses are in their favour?!

Apparently, the Council wants more people to use public transport, however the current
public transport system does not cater for the population. The bus system is woeful at best,
the frequency, connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train
system is also woeful.  3 trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good
enough.  So the rationale that this is to force people to use a broken system is not a good
enough justification for this proposal.

I would like to express my disgust that the council has allowed such a build-up of
townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact
assessments of the current issue of streets full of cars.  What has the council done to
address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for
Councils lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, as
per your fact sheet, so justifying and comparing Glenroy to the CBD, is ludicrous. 

The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the
council projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into
the GLENROY community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council
boundaries.  Brunswick and Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council
budget, however Glenroy residents and owners pay a massive council tax amount, however
the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe
Vale Road.  Why is there any parking along Pascoe Vale Road, at any time?  This causes
tailbacks from the north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why
hasn’t this been addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east
and west bound behind the shops on Pascoe Vale Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to
the west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the
fringes of the suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in
the affected areas?  The current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact
the surrounding area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any
relevant impact assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any
sort of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent
public transport system to support the community.

Regards





frequency, connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train system
is also woeful.  3 trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good enough.  So
the rationale that this is to force people to use a broken system is not justification for this
proposal.

I would like to express my disgust that the council has allowed such a build-up of
townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact
assessments of the current issue of streets full of cars.  What has the council done to
address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for your
lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, as per your
fact sheet, so justifying and comparing Glenroy to the CBD, is ludicrous. 

The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the
council projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into
the GLENROY community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council
boundaries.  Brunswick and Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council
budget, however Glenroy residents and owners pay a massive council tax amount, however
the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe
Vale Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks
from the north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t
this been addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and
west bound behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to
the west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the
fringes of the suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in
the affected areas?  But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking
and impact the surrounding area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t
provided any relevant impact assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any
sort of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent
public transport system to support the community.

Regards,



Submission #203



community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council boundaries.  Brunswick and
Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council budget, however Glenroy residents and
owners pay a massive council tax amount, however the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way
behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe Vale
Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks from the
north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t this been
addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and west bound
behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to the
west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the fringes of the
suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in the affected areas? 
But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact the surrounding
area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any relevant impact
assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any sort
of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent public
transport system to support the community.





can provide relevant rebuttal or support for the proposal.

My property WILL be affected, as half the street, Prospect Street, is affected.  However, I

was NOT sent any information and only found out about this less a week ago.

I would like to understand the protocols and how the community engagement was

undertaken? Who and how the council undertook providing the information for residents

and owners and others to respond and when? 

It seems the council has not engaged all community members in any substantial way,

meaning that responses are limited and a decision will be skewed. 

Apparently, the council wants more people to use public transport, however the current

public transport system does not cater for the population. The bus system is woeful, the

frequency, connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train system

is also woeful.  3 trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good enough.  So

the rationale that this is to force people to use a broken system is not justification for this

proposal.

I would like to express my disgust that the council has allowed such a build-up of

townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact

assessments of the current issue of streets full of cars.  What has the council done to

address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for your

lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, as per your

fact sheet, so justifying and comparing Glenroy to the CBD, is ludicrous. 

The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the

council projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into

the GLENROY community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council

boundaries.  Brunswick and Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council



budget, however Glenroy residents and owners pay a massive council tax amount, however

the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way behind Coburg and Brunswick. 

As a senior citizen, the support provided by the council is insufficient, particularly as I am

widowed and only have my old age pension for income.  This is insufficient to pay for any

additional assistance, and Moreland council does not provide anywhere near the same level

of service other councils do, but their council tax is greater than those other councils. 

Moreland city council is not working for the best of all people within the region,

particularly Glenroy.

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe

Vale Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks

from the north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t

this been addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and

west bound behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road? 

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to

the west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the

fringes of the suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in

the affected areas?  But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking

and impact the surrounding area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t

provided any relevant impact assessment to the fringes of the affected area. 

I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support any

sort of parking restriction in Glenroy, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent

public transport system to support the community.

Regards,









street as they do no have sufficient parking.

I am quite close to affected areas, arguably within walking distance to the train station, however
I haven’t been provided with any engagement material. I would like to understand the protocols
and how the community engagement was undertaken? Who and how the council undertook
providing the information for residents and owners and others to respond and when?  
It seems the council has not engaged all community members in any substantial way, meaning
that responses are limited and a decision will be skewed.  

Apparently, the council wants more people to use public transport, however the current public
transport system does not cater for the population. The bus system is woeful, the frequency,
connections and coverage are sorely lacking.  The frequency of the train system is also woeful.  3
trains an hour after 9am and during the day is just not good enough.  So the rationale that this is
to force people to use a broken system is not justification for this proposal.

I would like to express my incredulity that the council has allowed such a build-up of
townhouses, units and flats without the appropriate forward planning and impact assessments
of the current issue of streets full of cars.  And still continues to do so. What has the council done
to address their density planning of the impacted areas?  Penalising current residents for your
lack of foresight and strategic planning, is not a solution.  We are not the CBD, and the solutions
that work in the CBD will not work in the same way here.

As mentioned above, my street has had more townhouses created and on-street parking is
limited, however the council has continued to allow more townhouses to be built.  Why are the
planners not catering for more parking in the non affected areas?  Will this boundary of
restrictive parking become wider over time?  Should I be concerned that I will also be affected in
years to come?

The outlined plans about visitors parking and yearly on street parking, what fees are the council
projecting to charge?  What will the fees be used for?  Will they be put back into the GLENROY
community, seeing as Glenroy is the poor relation within the council boundaries.  Brunswick and
Coburg get the vast majority of funding from the council budget, however Glenroy residents and
owners pay a massive council tax amount, however the redevelopment in Glenroy is lacking way
behind Coburg and Brunswick.  

What is to stop people parking a few meters away in surrounding streets like my own? 

The planning has not looked at the current car congestion and bottlenecks along Pascoe Vale
Road.  Why is there any parking along PV Road, at any time?  This causes tailbacks from the
north to Jacana and beyond, and from the south from Strathmore.  Why hasn’t this been
addressed and rectified as there are ample parking spaces behind both east and west bound
behind the shops on Pascoe Value Road?  

Why can’t the council build larger car parks for the Train Station and behind the shops to the
west (like parking garages) and offer all day spots for residents that come from the fringes of the
suburb to use public transport?  This will alleviate the on street parking in the affected areas? 
But with the current scheme will push out where people are parking and impact the surrounding
area.  The current proposal seems short sighted and hasn’t provided any relevant impact



assessment to the fringes of the affected area.  
I would like to see a more thorough assessment and study undertaken before I support this sort
of initiative, as well as a better infrastructure and more frequent public transport system to
support the community.

Regards,





side.

Finally, we understand that the Council submitted Amendment C171 to the Minister to have the
north side of Irvine Crescent re-zoned to be General Residential rather than Residential growth
and that although this Amendment has been refused, this clearly states the Council’s position. 
We content that  it is contradictory and perverse to the Council’s position on this, if it were to
permit a 20% reduction in minimum parking in the north of Irvine Crescent, when it has so
clearly stated that it shouldn’t be zoned Residential Growth and this would be to further
compound that mistake.  Here is the opportunity to partly rectify this situation.

We propose that you redraft Map no 11PO to remove Irvine Crescent from the Schedule 2
overlay.

Thank you for consideration of this submission and if you wish to discuss we can be contacted on
the numbers below.

Best regards,





-





to off street parking in their streets and to also have to pay for permit/visitor parking
whilst other residents do not.  My currently quiet residential street will become busier and
thus noisier with people looking to park in it as a result of these proposed changes and this
will make it more difficult for us to find parking near our residence.  I will no longer be able
to provide unlimited free car parking for family/friends when they come over to visit us at
the same time clearly affecting my amenity as we currently have no issues with this.

There are many people in our community whom are unable to use other modes of
transport ( i.e. people living with diasabilities and the elderly).  These people will need to
park close to where they need to go and there will be insufficient car parking places for
them.  The proposed changes to car speed limits, road closures, narrowing of streets due
to widening of pedestrian access and cycling lanes, giving priority to pedestrians and
cyclists over cars will significantly further negatively impact these people making their
journey times significantly longer and adding to their difficulties.  In addition, many people
without disabilities still want to use their cars and need places to park.  Reducing car
parking will not make these people use public transport nor ride a bike.   Local businesses
will also be adversely affected if customers are unable to secure free car parking nearby as
these customers will go else where thereby affecting our local economy.  Ensuring
developers are required to provide car parking within developments will further reduce
the need for these new residents to park their cars on residential streets.  I believe it is
naive and unrealistic to think that residents in these new developments will never have the
need to use/own cars.

Yours sincerely,





enforcement of traffic violations and monitoring of driver behaviour would go a long way 
to improving the safety of cyclists. 

● Improve Pedestrian Access - Large parts of Moreland are still unsafe or unpleasant for
pedestrians particularly after dark. Poor lighting, large tracts of light industrial land, and
anti-social behaviour from a small minority or people are all contributing factors.

I love the suburb of Brunswick and I believe it has character like no other part of Melbourne. I 
commend Moreland Council for their work to reduce vehicle ownership however I believe these 
changes are premature and will adversely affect residents and have undesirable effects of the 
social fabric of the community. 

Yours Sincerely, 





clients who already face multiple barriers to their learning and access to services and will
also cause unsafe traffic movement in the surrounding already narrow streets.

Parking permit stickers for staff and a four hours parking restriction around Garden street
would really assist our learners in continuing to access our services and our educators and
group facilitators in providing quality services to Moreland residents.

With many thanks for your consideration, and looking forward to hearing from you 

Regards,



Moreland City 

Council 

strategicplanning@moreland.vic.gov.au 

Please accept this as an objection to Moreland Council’s Planning scheme Amendment C 183. I 
would like that my name be left on when it is published on-line. I have prepared this objection 
because of the direct impact that C183 and the accompanying parking policy will have on community 
life. In the provision of parking in future unit development which would impact the residents of 
Moreland throughout the municipality in the provision of off street parking and by the 2 hour 
parking restrictions from 8am to 11pm, cordon being introduced to allow for in C183.  

As a former Mayor and Councillor of Moreland as well as both Chair of the Urban Planning 
Committee for 3 years and member of the Committee for the 7 years I was on Council I strongly 
object to the changes proposed in Amendment C183. I wish to speak to this objection when 
appropriate hearings take place.  

Objection to Amendment C183 Moreland Planning Scheme 

Basis of Objection 

Based on social equity and fairness the deregulation of car parking minimums C183 and the Parking 
Restriction Zones should be opposed for these reasons: 

1. Moreland Transport Strategy (MITS), the Parking Strategy and Amendment  C183 have not
been given proper consideration of the human rights impacts, as is required under the Victorian
Charter of Rights and Responsibilities,
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2. The removal of parking minimums codes do not provide for the needs of disabled residents
or those with chronic illnesses and their carers,

3. The current Moreland Planning Scheme already provides opportunities for Parking
Minimums to be negotiated down in Activity Areas,

4. The proposed parking restrictions will detrimentally and disproportionately affect
community services in the municipality such as child-care, aged care, health care, sporting clubs,

5. Parking Restriction Zones are unfair. Instead of sharing road space between different users,
Council takes a public resource (on-street parking) and reserve it for a particular group of people -
the eligible resident - while other users like carers, workers, visitors, commuters, churches and
sports clubs have very restricted access,

6. This market driven, neoliberal approach to parking provision disproportionately impacts
disabled people and people with long-term health conditions and their carers,

7. Residential parking permit schemes have a “first mover advantage”. They are great when
your area is the only area that has them and not many other people in your area want them. Once
everyone has them traffic is shuffled between one area and another seeking parking opportunities,

8. Permits enable people who qualify for the permit to use a very valuable resource very
inefficiently. People can now go on holidays and leave their car parked on street for weeks. Rather
than reducing car use new residents might simply bring vehicles with them and park them on street
including transferring permits to non-residents,

9. Administration is also a major headache, mainly because permits create a massive incentive
for scamming.

Moreland Council’s approach to parking and the provision of parking in developments is a free 
market, deregulated, neoliberal approach, which means that the needs of the disabled and 
disadvantaged and their carers will depend on market forces. This is in contrast to legislative 
requirements, by both the Federal and State Governments, which recognise there is market failure 
for the provision of facilities for the disabled and that public policy requires that there be market 
intervention to ensure disability discrimination compliance. Where implemented elsewhere there 
are protections for consumers, as solicitors and real estate agents are obliged to inform new owners 
or tenants in car free buildings that they will not be entitled to on-street parking. There are no 
similar provisions in the Moreland Council parking plan or in C183. 

 Parking minimums 

The theory is that without minimums the market would provide fewer parking spaces, resulting in 
fewer cars and more housing units.  This is the repeated dogma, even though Moreland’s Planning 
scheme has non-mandatory parking minimums, which can and are negotiated down. Evidence to 
support the argument that eliminating minimum is preferable in planning to minimums with the 
capacity to negotiate down the carparking is inconclusive. The current system has developers trying 
to cut costs on parking provision and Council has sought to stop it. 



In a notable example in Moreland, a developer at 451 Lygon St, Brunswick sought a total waiver 
from providing parking.  The Council rejected the planning permit for a development arguing that it 
was excessive. Kirsten Coster, Moreland's Director of Planning, said the council rejected the 
application for 451 Lygon Street because it had inadequate car parking for future occupants. Her 
claim was that the planners were in a better position to determine the parking provision not the 
“market.”. "Council planning officers judged that while it was reasonable to have reduced car 
parking, particularly due to the site's proximity to bus and tram services, it was not acceptable to 
have none.” (Carey 2016) 

I agree with Moreland Council’s Director of Planning, planners are better placed to stop 
unscrupulous developers externalising the cost of parking and increasing their return. 

Problems of Mixed Use Developments 

There are already examples of the failure of the current non-mandatory parking standards meeting 
parking needs, which would be worse with no planning pressure on developers. Currently there is no 
sufficient market incentive or market signal to provide parking for commercial uses as since 
commercial uses are often only provided due to planning requirements for mixed use. Developers 
make their money from the residential element of mixed-use developments and therefore have few 
incentives to provide for commercial developments. Currently there are dozens of empty shells in 
new developments in Brunswick, which have failed to be utilized for commercial purposes; it is 
unlikely developers will provide these sites with sufficient parking for future use.  

A Different Approach 

I would agree that a planning system that provides too much parking is as harmful as one that 
provides too little. The appropriate strategy is to manage parking supply and not just deregulate 
parking for new developments. Parking should be priced appropriately in areas of high demand, it 
should be shared and not just reserved for certain residents with parking permits. Such a strategy 
could mean in some circumstances reducing the amount of parking needed at a particular location. 
Unfortunately Council’s approach is cumbersome and inflexible and by providing short-term fixes it 
just highlights the inherent problems. The administration of this system is going to be a headache 
and the use of residential parking permits is going to create a massive incentive for scamming. 

I have no problem in reducing the parking minimum to reflect local demographics, which is what 
Council can do now under the current Planning Scheme. For example parking standards can be 
reduced for housing in Activity Centres that serves lower-income people, students and elderly or for 
housing in more accessible locations (such as near public transport and in mixed-use 
neighbourhoods); in developments that have car-share services, and where parking is priced. 

Most households in Moreland own at least one vehicle and therefore need residential parking. 
Simply expecting the developers of new developments to radically reduce car parks and thereby 
getting rid of vehicles is unrealistic. Even non-drivers want parking for visitors. We have workers, 
shoppers, the disabled, the aged, sports clubs and others that place demands on on-street parking. It 
is therefore important that parking policy reforms be realistic and avoids creating new problems. 



Implementation of 2 Hour Parking restrictions from 8am to 11pm Monday to 
Friday across the city.

The bringing in of uniform parking restrictions in Major Activity Centres and Residential Growth 
Zones across the City of Moreland is far too restrictive and should be varied in their application 
instead of a blanket implementation. Each site or street should be assessed according to the need, 
usage and facilities provided such as churches, doctors and other health and service providers. There 
should be a number of options with some spaces allocated to 4 hour parking, 3 hour parking and 2 
hour parking and where appropriate all day parking for each street or area. One size fits all is totally 
unacceptable. There should be a flexibility of options available to residents of the city. I am totally 
against a once size fits all approach.  

Changes to no longer specifying minimum parking requirements in Major 
Activity Centres and 20% reduction in Residential Growth Zones.

The changes envisaged to the parking requirements for new developments should remain as they 
are currently in the Moreland Planning Scheme. Any developer can make application under the 
current provisions by exception to request a reduction in the parking space requirements or no 
parking provision. There is no need to change this provision. To reverse this to no minimum 
requirement is unnecessary and simply not required on the basis of applications currently made. 
Likewise the provision to reduce the parking allocation in new developments in Residential Growth 
zones by 20%. Either of these proposals leading to market forces establishing the number ad price of  
.car spaces would not lead to fewer cars but intense competition for on street parking and more 
profits for developers in not providing car spaces saving them $60,000 per space.  





The private car park for the old IGA supermarket is one that is heavily used with many staff and 
volunteers parking there. Eventually this site is likely to have restrictions when it is redeveloped.  

Finally, for the vast majority of the community attending the activity area, they will only require a 
short term stay, therefore these restrictions will not impact them. Further, most small businesses 
do have their own parking therefore their needs will be met. However there are also a diverse 
range of businesses in the activity area, including community services and their staff and 
volunteers will be impacted.  does not have the resources or the land to provide staff 
parking. 

 therefore makes the following recommendations to reduce the burden on staff at 
Glenroy: 

1. Argyle St – Between Glenroy Road and Wheatsheaf Rd became a three hour parking
zone. This is to allow clients utilizing services at Glenroy appropriate time to undertake
assessment and response for housing workers at VincentCare

2. Wheatsheaf Road between Blutcher Street and Cardinal Road remain all day parking to
accommodate staff who don’t have private parking.

3. Plumpton Ave between Glenroy Road and Wheatsheaf Road be allocated as all day
parking

4. Alternatively, Council allocates free parking permits for all staff and volunteers working at
VincentCare Glenroy offices as well as a small number of transferable permits for clients
accessing our services

It is with respect that  asks that the above recommendations be taking into 
consideration and we look forward to your response. 

Yours sincerely 



From: 
Sent: Friday, 8 November 2019 8:19 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Subject: Amendment C183 etc

Dear Sir/Madam,

At the information session regarding the above amendment I noted that parking in some 
Brunswick areas will require residents to obtain a parking permit.  This permit will incur a charge 
and further charges when renewed.

I don't believe that residents should be required to pay for the privilege of parking outside their 
residence when there is no drive way and street parking is the only option.  Residents should be 
permitted one parking permit per residence free of charge.

Costs of the roll-out of these parking restrictions should not be recuperated from permits -
residents are already sufficiently charged for services via council rates.

Yours faithfully
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Objection to Amendment C183 

I am writing to object to Amendment C183, which deregulates car parking 
requirements in new commercial and private developments in Moreland’s 
Activity Centres.  

I believe there is a place for developments with lower or no parking 
provision.  The Nightingale projects have shown that it is possible, and 
economically viable, to provide for housing that does not include parking for 
every residence. Where public transport and public amenities are adequate, this 
is a good option. However, I believe this should continue to be negotiated by 
Council, and be part of a broader strategy to encourage and support modal shift.  
I am concerned about the potential for poor quality exploitative developments 
that simply remove parking in order to increase yields, without any care to the 
viability of car-free living in that location, or for the likely tenants of that 
property.  

In relation to parking provision in developments, I would like to see a 
strategy that decouples parking from unit ownership, so that car spots are not 
automatically attached to particular properties, especially in larger 
developments. I believe we need to recognize that not all parking is about storing 
a car at a residence. A lot of parking need is for people coming into the area for 
work, shopping or entertainment.  As we go through a period where Brunswick 
is being converted from largely low-rise to higher rise developments, we cannot 
afford to lose the opportunity to provide for other uses in the air-space that is 
currently being built up. Parking is one of the key uses that these buildings can 
provide for.  I would like to see Council insist on some provision of public 
parking in larger new developments which is designed to move us away from 
locking up land for parking that might be better used as public open space. 

While I believe there is case for supporting flexibility in parking provision 
in new developments, I am very concerned about the connected policy to 
introduce a new parking policy affecting most of Brunswick and large swathes of 
Moreland – the 2019 parking policy.  As a result of the anticipated policy change 
to parking provision in new buildings, Council has rushed through a parking 
policy intended to manage overflow parking from developments built without 
parking provision for their residents and users, by creating vast areas of limited 
hours parking.  The street parking policy and the planning change to parking 
provisions are directly connected. 

My focus in what follows is on the impact of the parking restrictions, which are a 
direct consequence of the proposed deregulation of parking provision in new 
developments under Amendement C183. 

Two hour parking everywhere all the time 
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The move to making parking across most of Brunswick two hours only is 
a crude and impractical approach to managing traffic and livability in a growing 
Brunswick.  It is all stick and no carrot.  As the population density of Brunswick 
increases, we need to be careful how we manage road space to meet all the needs 
of our community.  I am not opposed to changes in parking and traffic 
management. I believe in encouraging people to walk, cycle and use public 
transport. I want our streets to be safe and pleasant, and I believe fewer cars and 
slower traffic are part of that. However, I believe this hasty strategy will not 
deliver the outcomes we need, and in some ways will be counter-productive. 

I am not a big car user – I generally use public transport or walk to go to 
work and do most of my shopping.  My children always walked to school.  But I 
can see many ways the proposed policy will make my life harder without 
delivering desirable outcomes. And if it will impact on me this way, it will surely 
be worse for others. 

I live on the edge of the vast area of Brunswick to be turned over to 2 hour 
parking.  It is clear to me that one impact of the strategy will be that the streets 
near me will fill up with the refugee-cars from the restricted area.  I will not be 
entitled to a resident permit.  I don’t think I have a right to expect to park directly 
in front of my house all the time.  But I think the scale of this change could mean 
the streets around me are permanently filled with cars that are more or less 
stored there because the people who own them (and do not use them every day) 
have no where near their own homes that they are allowed to park them. 

If the restricted hours permit zone came to my street – which I imagine 
my neighbours would soon be petitioning for – I would be assured of space to 
park my own car as much as I like.  But many of my neighbours live in sub-
divided properties that will not carry a right to a permit.  I fail to see the fairness 
in that.  Why should I have more rights to park just because I have been able to 
buy a house, while younger or less wealthy neighbours miss out?   

Attaching parking rights to property ownership effectively makes the 
streets an extension of the property.  I object to that in principle – the streets are 
public space, and property owners should not feel a sense of entitlement to that 
space.  I believe one underlying goal of this strategy is to change the dominance 
of cars in our shared public spaces.  However, this strategy will only serve to 
entrench the idea that the point of the street is to provide an extension of the 
private property of the owner so they can leave a car there.  The strategy will in 
no way discourage house owners from owning a car – even if the car spends 
most of the time just sitting on the street unused. 

The choice of 2 hours as the base amount of time for parking seems to be 
a simple extension from an amount that is common around retail areas.  I 
struggle to believe there was any thought given as to whether this is a practical 
amount of time for most areas – unless the goal was to make sure it would be 
impractical for most purposes. 



In my experience, the only thing that can easily be done in 2 hours is a 
quick run to the shops, or a visit to a doctor with reliable appointments.   But 
when I visit a friend, I stay for more than two hours.  When I go to a restaurant 
for an evening meal, it takes more than two hours. When my family comes for 
Sunday dinner, they stay for more than two hours. I don’t have a cleaner myself, 
but I know some people who do, and they employ them in two-hour blocks.    
Taking my children to sports training took more than two hours. 

The choice of two hours seems to be based on making it extremely 
difficult for people to use a car for any practical purpose.  Given that the finish 
time is 11.00pm, it also seems to be geared towards making sure that people 
who don’t own houses with permit rights can’t own a car at all, or have friends 
visiting. 

When I had a very local job, and could walk to work in ten minutes, I 
could manage a lot of my life without a car.  But it is long way from one side of 
Brunswick to another.  North-South public transport is very good, but East-West 
transport is not nearly as good.   

I can imagine some impacts from this policy.  I might drive my daughter to 
a friend’s house rather than her driving herself, because it would be easier to go 
out and back and park the car at home than find somewhere to park near her 
friend – so there would be four car trips instead of two.  My son could drive from 
Brunswick to work in another suburb and have no trouble parking, but 
colleagues in the same industry who live in suburbs further out and need to 
drive to Brunswick would have nowhere to park.  

Moving to a less car-dependent way of life is desirable, but it has to be a 
slow and organic process. We cannot pretend that everyone can suddenly switch. 

One of the reasons my family can manage much of our lives without 
driving is because Sydney Rd is a vibrant shopping and entertainment strip that 
supplies many of our needs.  But it relies on outside visitors for its viability, and 
many of them come by car. And it relies on staff who may need to drive to work. 
And it relies on suppliers who need to be able to shift goods using vehicles. 
Those of us who don’t personally use cars are still reliant on vehicle use by 
others.  We have sporting fields we can walk to – but the teams we play against 
rely on cars to get here. 

Parking restrictions can encourage people to avoid driving – provided the 
other transport options are good enough and they are motivated enough. 
Arguably, un-managed parking congestion might deliver the same result. Over 
time, management of parking space is one component of transport strategy that 
Council must be involved in, and it will necessarily involve managing a situation 
where there is more pressure on street space.  Reducing car dependence is an 
important goal. 

However, this strategy jumps prematurely to a punitive and impractical 
version of parking restriction.  Meanwhile it does not address the associated 



issues. We should be aiming to improve parking on the edges of designated 
pedestrian zones. We should be redesigning streetscapes to encourage other 
modes of transport. We should be providing better public transport.  Parking 
restrictions by themselves will not provide or trigger these things. 





***Don't forget to include your name and preferred method of contact***

***You can request that your details be kept private before the submission is made public***
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From: 
Sent: Monday, 11 November 2019 12:46 AM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Cc

Subject: Submission to Amendment C183

Dear Counsellor

I am a resident of  Grandview Street, Glenroy, VIC 3046.

This is regarding the Amendment C183 to reduce car parking and encourage sustainable
transport in new developments.

I write to object that decision, as we do not commute to city for our work.  We do not have
proper or frequent public transport also we drive to our work place about 30 km, we are shift
workers too.  It is so hard to catch public transport and to get connecting train services for the
train connection.  This process takes more than two hours to get to work.  By driving we can get
to our work maximum 40 minutes time.  There by we can save time more than one hour for one
way.  Just imagine if we commute to work 5 days this distance, how much time we have to waste
to find public transport system.

Public transport systems is suitable for some workers but not for all workers.

In this read, there are different types of workers commuting to work by their own vehicle, eg.
Driver, trade people, or shift worker.

Therefore we kindly request not to implement this two hour parking system or over two hours,
the need of parking permit.

We kindly request you to review this decision and cancel the proposed C183 in our area.
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4. The Amendment proposes to remove the statement "Good public transport
services in all areas” as a key objective of the transport network in the Municipal
Strategic Statement Strategic Direction 7. This should always be a key objective in
Moreland's Planning Scheme.

5. There appears to be a conflict of interest that has not been declared, either in
MITS 2019 or in Amendment C183 and is not consistent with Moreland’s 2025
Community Vision whereby partnerships are used to create COMMUNITY
OUTCOMES.
GTA Consultants have had a strategic partnership with Moreland Council since
2003 or earlier. GTA Consultants prepared a strategy for widening Bell Street and
creating a Coburg Transport Interchange, and were also involved in the creation of
the Central Coburg 2020 Structure Plan.
This partnership should have been declared and described in detail in MITS 2019.
It seems to be a developer-driven relationship.

6. The reference document of the Municipal Strategic Statement on exhibition lists
Structure Plans that are not mentioned anywhere in the C183 Explanatory Report
or in MITS 2019 or in the Municipal Strategic Statement itself – namely a
Brunswick Structure Plan, Central Coburg 2020 Structure Plan and Colours of
Coburg Place Framework.
These Structure Plans have already been approved by the Planning Minister
through Amendments C123 and C134, and are incorporated into Moreland's
Planning Scheme.
This suggests a lack of transparency.

7. Amendment C183 appears to be the final step, by seeking approval for parking
overlays, in the Central Coburg C2020 Structure Plan 2006.
However Coburg C2020 was initiated in 2006 when the Plan for Melbourne was
for a population of 5 million. This has been superseded and is no longer relevant.

8. Amendment C183 appears to fully favour developers. It is based on plans that
were created before NDIS came into existence, and before Moreland Council
developed it’s Human Rights Policy. The User Hierarchy that it is based on is
restricted to only four types of users.

Finally, I believe that Amendment C183 (and MITS 2019) will not fulfil the
objectives for planning in Victoria, set out at section 4 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987. In particular, the Amendment fails to implement the
following objectives:

- to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use, and development
of land
- to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational
environment for all Victorians and visitors to Victoria; and











Census data shows that in Brunswick, transport modes to work are shifting away from private cars toward other 
travel modes (particularly train and cycling), which is a wonderful change.  However, this is not necessarily 
correlated to a reduction in levels of car ownership, with many households continuing to need to own a car for 
some of the many household trips which are not to and from work. There are many situations where households 
will need to travel in a private car, and the presence of improved public transport won’t change that; this includes 
trips where many or large goods (or multiple people, especially children) need to be transported, trips where one 
part of the journey is at a time when public transport is infrequent or unsafe, and trips where one or more 
destinations in the journey are not well served by public transport.   This is true even for households who live in 
activity centres and other areas which are well-served by public transport. 

For many households, the economics and convenience of car ownership continues to be the best way to meet 
these transport needs. As Moreland continues to gentrify and the level of affluence grows, many households will 
therefore choose to own a car for those events, even if it is not used for their daily commute.  As a result, these 
proposed changes to the Planning Scheme will result in increased competition for limited on-street parking for the 
long-term storage of vehicles which are infrequently used. It is entirely appropriate that the cost of long-term 
storage of a private vehicle, which delivers only a private benefit, should be a private cost which is built into the 
delivery of new developments. 

Council’s recently adopted Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy includes a plan to provide residents of pre-
2011 developments with greater opportunity to park near their home through the expanded use of the permit 
parking scheme.  However, this strategy has failed to protect many existing residents from the influx of new 
vehicles, as Council has failed to introduce time restrictions to many streets where parking demand has grown 
exponentially in recent years (including in mixed use developments such as the Brunswick Brickworks, and 
residential streets surrounding train stations). 

It is terribly disappointing that Council has forgone many opportunities to improve access to sustainable transport 
and improve parking for existing residents as outlined above.  I would ordinarily be fully supportive of an initiative 
such as this which ultimately aims to discourage private vehicle use, but under the circumstances,  it is impossible 
to see any outcome from this strategy other than reduced cost for private developers (and therefore increased 
margins from development) as they provide fewer car spaces, coupled with an increasing social burden on existing 
and new residents as competition for limited on-street parking intensifies. 

As such, I urge Council to reconsider this strategy, and instead to: 

 Prioritise working with State Government to deliver an improved train service to Upfield,

 Urgently prioritise an upgrade to the Upfield bike path,

 Review the pedestrian experience in Moreland and make appropriate improvements, and

 Allow the private development sector to efficiently deliver (at their own cost) off-street parking to meet
the market, as private vehicle ownership continues to be necessary for a large proportion of the growing 
number of households in Moreland. 

Yours faithfully, 







responding to transport needs and trends, decoupling housing and car ownership and
supporting our transition to a zero carbon Moreland.

Warm regards

Please delete my personal details prior to this submission being made publicly available





Moreland City Council – Strategic Planning Department 
90 Bell Street 
Coburg VIC 3058  

By email: strategicplanning@moreland.vic.gov.au 

11th November, 2019 

To Whom it May Concern 

Re: Amendment C183 – Proposed introduction of parking overlays 

In response to Council’s proposal to introduce a range of new parking overlays across Moreland, designed to ultimately 
reduce the volume of parking provided in new developments across key areas in Moreland. 

Of key concern is the omission of any communication from Moreland Council regarding Amendment C 183. Zero 
correspondence has been received advising of this, despite being the owner of Gold Street Brunswick and therefore 
ratepayer of a property within 200 metres of an activity centre and therefore impacted by proposed changes. 

I request an explanation of this omission. 

The property was purchased in 1998 and at that time on street parking was not problematic. The property has no off 
street parking opportunity. 

 Clearly changes to the planning scheme over time and in particular associated with implementation of the Brunswick 
Activity Centre, and loss of primarily commuter car parking at Jewel station has severely adversely impacted on the 
availability of parking in Gold Street.  

As a landlord I am unable to cycle from north east Victoria with tools and ladders to carry out general maintenance as 
required at the property. Implementation of restricted parking to facilitate parking for residents and ratepayers in Gold 
Street is urgently required. 

Further to the Neo Metro developments, assurances of ‘alternative parking” for commuters would seem to have been 
provided outside the immediate area and thus have proved to be of little benefit. 

I am also concerned that the specific change from developments requiring to apply for waiver to the current car parking 
requirements  - down to zero – and now to a maximium of 2 car parks- will have the effect of ‘socialising’ what should 
be a private cost – that is, the cost of providing car parking to support residential growth – and will result in increased 
demand for long-term on-street parking from residents of new developments. 

I would encourage both planners and councilors to more deeply contemplate the concept of long term sustainability, of 
which lack of car parking availability is merely an extremely minor symptom of excessive development and increasing 
population density in Moreland in the context of climate change. (I note mention of encouraging developers to install 
charging points for electric vehicles in new developments to avoid retrofitting over time. Not only does this 
acknowledge the ongoing need for vehicles as transport networks are currently inadequate for current needs, but 
unless serious thought and funding is given this scenario is unlikely to change.) 

Yours faithfully 
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Parking Policy Motion 

The Brunswick Branch ALP lodge an objection to Moreland City Council 183c Amendment, This 
Amendment would introduce new Parking Overlays into the Planning scheme. The 2 Parking 
overlays that are the basis of the objection are: 

• Parking Overlay 1 – which applies to the Brunswick, Coburg and Glenroy Activity Centres so that a
minimum car parking requirement is no longer specified in new development, and instead a
maximum rate of allowed car parking is specified, above which a permit is required.

• Parking Overlay 2 – which applies to 12 Neighbourhood Centres and reduces minimum car parking
requirements by 20 per cent.

The ALP Branch opposes the deregulation of parking requirements for new developments in 
Moreland’s Activity Centres. As a consequence of the 183C Amendment Moreland Council would 
create Parking Restriction Zones around Activity Centres. The following are the reasons for the 
objection: 

• Council not developers should waive or alter parking requirements in the planning scheme.

• Parking requirements should be based on planning issues and take into account local
community inputs.

• Developers and landlords will save $60,000 to $80,000 per car park that is not provided,
while many tenants will scramble for whatever off street parking is available.

• Parking Restriction Zones are unfair. Instead of sharing road space between different users,
Council takes a public resource (on-street parking) and reserve it for a particular group of
people the resident, while other users like carers, workers, visitors, commuters, churches
and sports clubs have very restricted access.

• Residential parking permit schemes have a “first mover advantage”. They are great when
your area is the only area that has them and not many other people in your area want them.
Once everyone has them traffic is shuffled between one area and another seeking parking
opportunities.

• Permits enable people who qualify for the permit to use a very valuable resource very
inefficiently. Rather than reducing car use residents might utilise parking to the maximum
include transferring permits to non-residents.

• Administration is a major headache, mainly because permits create a massive incentive for
scamming.

Labor supports a new parking strategy to manage parking supply. Such a strategy could mean in 
some circumstances reducing the amount of parking needed at a particular location. Such reductions 
in parking provision should be linked to the provision of sufficient public transport options. 
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From:
Sent: Monday, 11 November 2019 12:04 PM
To: Strategic Planning <StrategicPlanning@moreland.vic.gov.au>
Cc:
Subject: Re C183 Submission impact on Irvine Crescent

Dear Moreland CC staff

Further to the below email from Kathy I would like to add that due to the cost of maintenance, 
the poor soil the bluestone blocks are based on, unkempt state of some neighboring fences the 
laneway an acceptable and economically viable thoroughfare

Warmest Regards

Disclaimer: This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely 
for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
email in error please notify the system manager. It is your responsibility to scan this 
communication and any files attached for computer viruses and other defects. 
Quintessential Services Pty Ltd does not accept liability for any loss or damage (whether 
direct, indirect, consequential or economic) however caused, and whether by negligence or 
otherwise, which may result directly or indirectly from this communication or any files 
attached. In any event, our liability is limited to the cost of re-supplying this 
communication. 
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From: 
Sent: Sunday, 10 November 2019 11:09 PM
To: 'strategicplanning@moreland.vic.gov.au'
Cc: 
Subject: Amendment C183 submission - Impact on Irvine Crescent

Dear Moreland CC staff,

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.

We object to Amendment C183, in particular the Schedule 2 overlay applying to the north side of
Irvine Crescent (pursuant to MAP No 11PO).  We object  because it reduces the requirement of
developers to provide adequate parking for their townhouse developments and lifts an important
safeguard against overdevelopment. It also contradicts the Council’s desire to change the zoning of
Irvine Crescent, which is evident from the Council’s actions in proposing Amendment C171.

As residents on the south side of Irvine Crescent we have been battling developers these last 3 years
because of the real risk of over development of blocks of land on the north side of  our narrow, curved
suburban street.  Examples have been number 14 and 16 Irvine Crescent.  These are  large blocks
that stretch from Irvine Crescent to the bluestone laneway parallel to Moreland Road.  There is plenty
of land to create high quality housing but naturally the developers aim is to maximise their profit, so
they will cram as much dwelling space as they can, leading to low quality housing, minimal
landscaping, traffic congestion and inadequate parking for residents.

At present setbacks and minimum carparking standards provide some safeguard to guide reasonable
development of these large blocks of land.  If carparking standards are reduced by 20% then the
result will be over development of these blocks, inadequate carparking for current and future
residents and severe negative impact on traffic and car parking space in Irvine Crescent.  As we have
said many times, we are not against development per se, we just want it to be reasonable. As Council
staff have seen, our narrow, congested street is struggling to cope with the current housing density
and the northern side should not have been zoned Residential Growth zone as part of the Moreland/
Melville Roads Neighbourhood Centre. There was clearly a mistake made and it should have been
zoned General Residential to be aligned with the south side.

Finally, we understand that the Council submitted Amendment C171 to the Minister to have the north
side of Irvine Crescent re-zoned to be General Residential rather than Residential growth and that
although this Amendment has been refused, this clearly states the Council’s position.  We content
that  it is contradictory and perverse to the Council’s position on this, if it were to permit a 20%
reduction in minimum parking in the north of Irvine Crescent, when it has so clearly stated that it
shouldn’t be zoned Residential Growth and this would be to further compound that mistake.  Here is
the opportunity to partly rectify this situation.

We propose that you redraft Map no 11PO to remove Irvine Crescent from the Schedule 2 overlay.

Thank you for consideration of this submission and if you wish to discuss we can be contacted on the
numbers below.
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Cr	Dale	Martin	said	our	visitors	can	park	unrestricted	in	a	neighbouring	street	such	as	Volga	St	or	Middle	St	or	
depending	on	when	your	house	was	built	you	may	be	able	to	purchase	a	book	of	temporary	visitor	permits	for	
$24.	Depending	on	your	situation	you	may	also	be	eligible	for	concessions. 

I	know	that	parking	in	both	Middle	and	Volga	streets	can	only	be	described	as	extremely	limited.	They	can	
barely	accommodate	those	living	in	the	street.	Since	my	unit	was	built	in	2015	l	am	not	eligible	for	visitor	
parking	permits.	Like	people	who	live	in	units	dont	deserve	visitors? 

The	implementation	of	these	new	parking	restrictions	in	my	area	need	to	be	reversed.	They	are	poorly	
rationalised,	thoughtless	of	the	impacts	on	residents,	inconsiderate	of	the	unique	needs	of	each	ward	and	are	
contradictory	to	some	of	councils	own	plans	and	decisions.	Further	they	have	the	capacity	to	isolate	the	elderly	
and	infirm	and	pose	greater	financial	impacts	on	those	needing	care	visits	by	health	and	welfare	professionals,	
but	moreso	family	and	friends.	Further	those	downsizing	like	me	to	Hadfield	are	likely	to	be	older	and	buy	
smaller	dwellings	to	live	in.	Those	are	likely	to	be	built	after	2011	therefore	excluding	them	from	parking	
permits	and	they	are	the	very	ones	who	need	visitors	during	these	restrictive	parking	times. 

I	respectfully	submit	that	a	substantive	review	of	the	parking	changes	be	undertaken	and	a	thorough	
canvassing	of	residents	particularly	in	the	effected	areas	be	completed. 

regards 
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From:
Sent: Saturday, 18 January 2020 1:27 PM
To: Strategic Planning
Subject: Re: 2P regulations in Moreland 

On Sat, 18 Jan 2020 at 1:20 pm, 
To Whom it may concern, 

I am aware that parking permits will now initiate in Brunswick, but the new regulations need to be revised to 
accomodate all residents who reside in the area. 
Such new restrictions also imply problems for residents who are needing to use two cars and have no car access on 
their property. 
I am a firm believer that cars should be less used, But there are significant reasons why families and residents have 
two cars. 
1.Children who need to be collected in aftercare for working families
2. Family members who are careers for elderly or disabled
3. Working conditions that provided limited use for public transport eg distance.
The list goes on. Usually a family requires two cars for very serious matters. Therefore limit on car parks should not
be placed as well as the rise of costs if a household has two cars. Unfair

Also if resident pays for a parking permit visitor permits should be included as part of the costs. Not as added costs 
It is also ridiculous to create apartment dwellings with no car spaces provided. 
This just adds to more congestion in the area. 

I am an advocate of green living but in this case a revision of what is proposed needs to be revised. 
The 2hour parking limit should be from 9am‐6pm weekdays week ends 
9am‐11pm weekends 

As it gives residents opportunity to park cars. 
Let’s face it Melbourne is not a European city in which it was designed for walkers and public transport. Melbourne 
has an American model designed for Cars 
If it were to go the new proposed parking regulations, we need better public transport. 

Regards 

Late Submission - Submission #253













From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Late Submissions - Submission #259

Cr I ambros Tapjnos org; Cc Oscar Yildiz org: Cr Natalie Abboud org: Cr sue Bolton org: Cr Anna!jyja Carli 
Hannan ora; Cc Ali Irfanli ora; Cc Helen Dayjdson org: cr John Kavanagh org: cr Oale Martin om; � 
Dorney ora; cr Mark Biley om; Strategic Planning· Better Parking

HPRM: Formal Objection to C183 and parking restriction overlays 

Thursday, 23 January 2020 11:03:lS PM 

To the honourable Councillors of the Moreland Council 

I'm writing to register my formal objection to the new proposed parking scheme and I use 

the word 'scheme' in the pejorative way, meaning underhanded plot. 

It is a true shame that such a plan, with such a large impact, has not been disseminated to 

the residents of Moreland as I only discovered it by talking to a neighbour. I have not once! 

via letter, via street sign, via facebook post, or via any public announcement seen any 

notification of this change. 

The new parking restrictions are outrageous in the extreme. Is the council seriously 

proposing that most of Brunswick and Brunswick East, which is not populated by vindictive 

motorists, become a constant council parking lot generating constant static revenue. 

I, like most residents of this municipality, have been patient with the over zealous 

development of Nicholson St in Brunswick East, I have been patient as trucks and 

machinery turn our suburbs into a constant construction zone which blocks the access of 

visitors to my house, as parking spaces are already at a premium. 

As a household that has 2 cars, one for me, Shea Evans, a business development manager 

in which my car enables me to visit clients and stakeholders that I work with and the other 

owned by my house mate, Matteo Macri, a local photographer who's work takes him all 

over Melbourne and Victoria with his car laden with the tools of his trade. 

Our cars allow us to be productive members of society. Is the council wishing to punish 

drivers, by making them pay more on-road costs? 

It also turns our street, area and suburb into a form of transport apartheid leaving only 

those, who can pay their way out of penury with the 'privilege' of being able to invite 

friends/family/any visitors to their homes because the Moreland Council have decreed 

that on street parking is only available to those that pay the outrageous annual fees. 

The lack of quality affordable housing means that I am renting in an area that I want to 

contribute to. Moreland Council has not helped this fact with the amount of expensive 

poorly designed apartments and as a renter I feel that the council want to penalise me 

further by making me pay even more in living costs. 

Is this change because the council has been short sighted by allowing big developers to 



crowd our suburbs with cheap apartments, under which the current public transport,
roads, public spaces, businesses and amenities are currently groaning?
The council is not making Moreland an easier place to live, it is making it harder. Why has
the council also allowed big developments or apartments to build without the provision of
off street parking under amendment C183? Is it that the big developers have corrupted
the Moreland Council so now that, instead of being a public institution, has now become a
private business which only considers the needs of corporations?

With this proposal, your failings as a council and as individual councillors will be complete,
this will be the nail in the coffin come November when all of Brunswick (from east to west)
learns of the greed and shortsightedness of this proposal. Let me be very clear, I will be
voting for none of the current councillors if this is not reversed. 

Regards 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Late Submissions - Submission #260 

Strateqjc PJaooiog 

HPRM: Objection to Amendment C183 

Friday, 24 January 2020 4: 12:46 PM 

To whom it may concem 

I would like to register my objection to Amendment C183: Moreland Parking Implementation Plan. 

As a resident of Ashmore St Bmnswick, I fail to see how this strategy promotes sustainability. It's pwpose 

seems to be in generating more revenue from parking pennits and fines. 

I am not in suppo1t of restricting parking to 2 how·s in my street. 

Best regards 

Sent f om my iPhone 



From:
To: Strategic Planning
Subject: HPRM: Parking permits in Moreland
Date: Saturday, 25 January 2020 3:42:13 PM

Dear Madam/Sir,

I am writing in regard to the proposed parking permits in residential areas.

I live in Victoria Grove, B unswick and I consider it unjust and unfair as a home owner and full time
pensioner to have to pay for a permi  to park in front of my own home. It truly is unheard of that a home owner
should pay for parking in front of one’s home.

I also object to the fact that this law was pas ed without any consultation with residents in
Brunswick.

Yours sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

WITHDRAWN

Late Submissions 



From: 

To: 

Subject 

Date: 

Dear Strategic Planning Office 

Late Submissions - Submission #261 

I wish to object most strongly to the 2 hour parking restrict ions that Moreland City Council 

intends to implement in March. I see this as a blatant revenue-raising exercise. I am somewhat 

disabled and need a cleaning lady to clean our house once a fortnight. ft appears that I will now 

need to pay to enable her to park while she is working. I will also need to pay for permits when 

we have visitors. For example, my husband will soon be having a milestone birthday party, with a 

number of people invited. Many of these people are old and only able to travel by car. How 

many parking permits will I need to pay for? We are not well off and I see this as a grossly unfair 

impost. 

I am strongly in favour of bike riding and public transport, which I use when possible, but these 

parking plans are completely unreasonable. I plead with you to reconsider. 

Yours faithfully, 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Late Submissions - Submission 

#262 

-

Strateo;c elaooio0 

HPRM: Parking restJictions in Cooraminta St, Brunswick 

Monday, 27 January 2020 2:45:26 PM 

Hello, We h ave just airived back from intersta te and rec eived your flyer. We are all for it, and agree with th e 
decision. One int thot . 1: why 1 lpm? 8-6 is eminently fair. Otherwise, this just becomes a revenue raiser. 
Regards 

Sent from my iPhone 



Late Submissions - Submission #263 

From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

I would like to lodge a late objection to the planned new parking restrictions which 
Colmcil plan to instigate during 2020. 

I live a■ Stewa1t Street Bnmswick, lmder the new plan I will be forced to purchase
parking pennits to park by my house. I have two strong objections to the current plan: 

1. Upon purchasing a pennit to park I see on your website that this will only allow me
to park on Stewa1t Street and not round the comer on Howard Street ifthere is no
space available on Stewait. Why are we not entitled to a pennit which covers an area
(as in Stonnington and other areas) rather than specific streets.

2 .  The proposal to make the pai·king 2 hours from 8.00am - 11.00pm is totally 
ridiculous. This will mean that I will no longer be able to have friends over for 
dinner without constantly having to move their cars. This will also adversely affect 
the many amazing restaurants, pubs, clubs and other venues in the Moreland area. I 
also see absolutely no reason why we, as rate payers, will be required to pay traffic 
wardens till I 1.00pm eve1y day. Surely having parking restrictions till 6.00 or 
7.00pm is plenty late enough to control parking around shopping strips and to stop 
outer commuters parking in Moreland. 

I strongly urge Colmcil to reconsider the current proposal as being not in the best interest 
of residents of Moreland. I am pleased that Moreland Colmcil is trying to create a 
sustainable city but this also needs to take into consideration people currently living here. 
Better resident consultation would have been a positive move as I, and many neighbours, 
had no idea the new pai·king would be as restrictive as is now being proposed. 

Regards 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Late Submissions - Submission #264 

Strateqjc PJaooiog 

Objection to two hour parking restrictions in Moreland 

Tuesday, 28 January 2020 4: 17:50 PM 

To whom it may concem, 

I am a resident of Connelly Street Brunswick and I would like to personally object to the 2 hour parking 

restrictions to be enforced in March this year. I personally never find finding a park difficult in the area and 

don't feel that this is something that the area needs to enforce - it feels like a revenue raising scheme. I feel that 

it will be an inconvenience to residents and fiuiher dissuade people from the shopping strip of Sydney Road. 

Thank you for your time, I hope you take this into consideration 

Kind regards 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Date: 

l!!l!nna 

Late Submissions - Submission #265 

HPRM: Partcing Restriction Objection 

Tuesday, 2B January 2020 4:20:03 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing to you in reference to the newly passed laws pe11aining to parking restrictions 
within Moreland. I wish to place on record an objection to the introduction of these laws 
and the difficulties that they will create for both residents and businesses within my 
pai1icular area. The introduction of a permit system limited to just 2 permits per residence 
( and I believe O permits for businesses in a residential area such as mine) is also severely 
limiting. With the ever escalating developments in the area that are largely exempt from 
providing any parking this problem will only be exacerbated. It will also dissuade potential 
visitors to Sydney Road and the su1Totmding attractions. 

Please reconsider the introduction of these laws which seem to se1ve no pmpose other than 
to facilitate revenue through pennits and fines. We live here, we work here and we [ay 
(large) amounts in rates, please don't assault us with yet another expense. 

Kind Regards 



February 2, 2020 

strategicplanning@moreland.vic.gov.au 

RE: Submission to Moreland Planning Scheme Amendment C183 

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to Moreland Planning Scheme 

Amendment C183.  

I have several concerns regarding the Planning Scheme Amendment and the related 

Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy (MITS).  

1. My greatest concern regarding this amendment is that it would allow any developer

to build an apartment building within a Moreland Activity Centre without a

requirement to provide private car parking. I believe this will have a major and

unnecessary impact on communities surrounding these developments. It will also

result in housing stock that has a limited capacity to respond to the changing needs

of residents as their lives, travel patterns and parking requirements change over

time.

There are many examples of apartment buildings where a negotiated outcome with

Councils has resulted in developments that meet the long term and changing parking

needs of residents, with minimal impacts on surrounding communities.

By leaving the decision about whether any car parking is required entirely to the

development industry, Council and local communities lose the ability to influence

many traffic planning outcomes. The MITS advocates for a 20% reduction in parking

requirements in some areas of Moreland and I consider this to be a more sustainable

approach to accommodating development, while minimising broader community

impacts. It also leaves room for Council to assess requests for parking reductions

based on the sustainable transport content of individual planning applications.

2. Much of the reference material that has informed the MITS and the Planning

Scheme Amendment is based on London interventions and from other capital city

settings in Australia and around the world. These large cities present very different

planning scenarios than Moreland.  For instance, Moreland is 3.2% of the size of

London, with 2% of its population and with 20% of London’s housing density. They

are entirely different places, requiring very different transport planning interventions

to reflect local circumstances and needs.

Late Submissions - Submission #266



3. The punitive nature of local parking restrictions in the MITS which enable the no

parking requirement of the Planning Scheme Amendment is unsustainable in terms

of residents being able to continue to enjoy the social or community life they

currently enjoy in Moreland. Two hour parking from 8 am to 11 pm on weekdays

prevent friends and family from visiting and staying over on a regular basis. They

prevent us from inviting community groups into our homes, without paying a

significant price for time limited visitors permits. Our parking and transport needs

change over the course of our lives and the restrictions offer no flexibility in terms of

what residents need at different life stages. The time limited visitor permits are also

stingy in terms of what residents get in return for the, especially in comparison to

what they receive in other local government areas.

4. The long term impacts of the no minimum parking requirement for developers

paired with such restrictive parking opportunities for visitors, workers and local

business is completely untested. The 2 hour 8 am-11 pm weekday restrictions were

developed internally by Council officers and were never discussed with the local

community through the engagement process. There are no other precedents where

the same restrictions are currently working well in Melbourne or around the world

and have been well received by the local community. There is no planning

precedence for the pairing of such restrictive local parking arrangements with a

requirement for developers to provide no private car parking in new developments

and this is a great concern.

5. The MITS parking restrictions have not been trialled in a local area of Moreland

before being rolled out across broad areas. There is no plan to evaluate the social

and financial impacts of the parking scheme or the planning scheme amendment to

understand how it affects local lives, businesses and community organisations. In

spite of the many recently constructed large apartment buildings in Moreland, there

has been no evaluation of how different parking rates and arrangements have

affected surrounding neighbourhoods and rates of car use and ownership. That

emerging community impacts and travel behaviour change patterns will not be used

to guide how much parking should be provided by developers is a major concern.

The absence of trialling and evaluation work suggests that the MITS and planning

scheme amendment has been developed without an evidence base, which is

alarming.

Thanks again for the opportunity to make this submission to Planning Scheme Amendment 

C183. I look forward to discussing my concerns regarding these issues at the Planning Panel 

in February.  




